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Executive Summary
Dr Julian
Dr Julian is an innovative mental healthcare platform that increases accessibility of mental
healthcare. It connects patients almost immediately to mental healthcare therapists by
secure video/audio/text appointments using a calendar appointment booking system.
Matching a patient to the correct therapist for them using filters via language/ issue and
therapy type and offer every organisation we work with their own unique customised whitelabelled version of the platform. Patients are offered choice of who they want to see a time
convenient to them 24/7 in the medium of their choice (video/audio or instant message) and
from the location of their choice such as the comfort of their own home.

Objectives of the report
To understand the potential value of Dr Julian, KSS AHSN have undertaken a health
economic analysis to understand, from the healthcare and societal perspective, the return on
investment for the NHS, relating to the costs and benefits.
The objective of this report is to set out the current context, explain how the Dr Julian
intervention could address the current issues with the current NHS IAPT service, such as an
increasing demand on the service, equity of access, workplace pressures and unwarranted
variation, and to assess the extent to which Dr Julian could impact economically the
healthcare system and wider society.

Key Findings
1) Dr Julian live site results
Below outline some key service findings from four Dr Julian live sites compared to that of the
current IAPT service of the NHS in 2019:


The patient drop-out rate was 49.8% lower
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Reliable recovery rates were 9.3% higher



Reliable Improvement rates were 17.3% higher



The DNA (do not attend) rate was 50.9% lower

Further details on the above measures and how it has been collected can be found in the
Results section of this report.

2) Health Economic Results
Based on the assumptions and calculations outlined in this report, Table 1 below highlights
the key results of the Dr Julian Cost Benefit health economic model. Scenario 1a and 1b are
from a provider perspective, scenario 2 looks at a Sustainability and transformation
partnership (STP)/ Integrated care system (ICS) to show the impact across a wider system,
and scenario 3 looks at the potential impact across the NHS. All results include social
benefits:
Table 1: Dr Julian Key results

Dr Julian
2021

2022

2023

2024

5-Year NPV
(2020-2024)

Dr Julian - scenario 1a – Oxleas
£0.29
Net Benefit
1 : 3.36
Cost:Benefit Ratio

£0.61
1 : 3.36

£0.97
1 : 3.36

£1.20
1 : 3.36

£1.47
1 : 3.36

£4.31
1 : 3.54

Dr Julian - scenario 1b - Lancashire
£1.26
Net Benefit
1 : 3.32
Cost:Benefit Ratio

£2.67
1 : 3.32

£4.20
1 : 3.32

£5.22
1 : 3.32

£6.40
1 : 3.32

£18.77
1 : 3.50

Dr Julian - scenario 2 - STP
Net Benefit
Cost:Benefit Ratio

£1.47
1 : 3.27

£3.11
1 : 3.27

£6.54
1 : 3.27

£10.44
1 : 3.27

£14.92
1 : 3.27

£34.60
1 : 3.46

Dr Julian - scenario 3 - NHS
Net Benefit
Cost:Benefit Ratio

£15.40
1 : 2.66

£32.61
1 : 2.66

£68.60
1 : 2.66

£127.92
1 : 2.66

£195.88
1 : 2.66

£421.13
1 : 2.83

Figures in (£m)

In Year
2020
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For full results please see the Cost -Benefit Model Findings section of this report. Please
see section Year Weight Percentage for more details on applied discount for Net Present
Value (NPV) calculations.

3) Insights:
BENEFITS
In each scenario, NHS and social benefits are split evenly, with the reduction in do not
attend (DNA), and an reduction in the cost of an appointments accounting for NHS benefits,
with improvements in Quality of life, and a reduction in loss of earnings contributing to the
social benefits. It is unsurprising that Social benefits are so high since mental health
interventions have a broad impact on wider society. In cases where the current NHS IAPT
service can provide above the average of 7.1 amount of appointments per treatment patient
outcomes tend to be positive compared to the NHS average and so already have good
social outcomes in the main. However, where current patient service outcomes are relatively
poor, social outcomes are also low. Poor patient outcomes tend to derive from a low number
of appointments per treatment. In both cases, the impact of Dr Julian remains positive, as
cost of treatment tends to be lower and social outcomes improved. The ratio of social to
non-social benefits will vary depending on the service provisions and treatment of the
current IAPT provider.
This being the case, it would be more meaningful to view the impact of Dr Julian across a
wider care system, such as an STP or ICS, drawing the benefits to a system across multiple
care provision. In the scenario 2 (STP), returns are positive from both a social and nonsocial perspective.
BROADER PATIENT POPULATION/ KEY POPULATION GROUP
IAPT services which are currently offering high volumes of appointments per course of
treatment, with positive patient outcomes appear to already have enough resources to
service the population. In this instance, there may be limitation to the social impact that Dr
Julian could have, however there may be financial gains seen through the reduced cost of a
full course of treatment through Dr Julian, assuming there are patients who are happy to
choose online therapy over face to face. In contrast, given a current IAPT service, which
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only has enough resources for a small amount of appointments per course of treatment, the
financial cost of using the Dr Julian would most likely increase due to the higher amount of
appointments patients will go through, however from a social perspective, the Dr Julian
impact on patient outcomes could be greater due to an increase in recovery rates.

Limitations
A prudent approach has been taken to ensure that the results and findings derived from the
Health economic analysis are in line with the HMRC Green book: Central government
guidance on appraisal and evaluation (HM Treasury, 2018) and have been based on
professional literature review, published studies and data.
Where data has been unavailable, literature review has been conducted and assumptions
made to calculate the impact of the Dr Julian platform on the current NHS IAPT service. The
total number of potential patients and uptake of suitable patients has been based on
previous IAPT data and statistics gathered from Dr Julian, and external studies, which only
provide an estimate to the potential future volume of patients using the service. Details on
the findings in this model are based on data available at a given time and may differ as more
information becomes available. Results should be considered with the context of the study
and assumptions used.

Suggestions
IMPROVING DATA COLLECTION ON BASELINE
The current baseline data source from NHS digital provides enough information to create a
detailed analysis of the current state of the IAPT service however it is limited in that patient
data is aggregated. There are also many gaps for which data from literature review and
external studies have had to be incorporated into the model.
Obtaining more up to date figures will help improve the validity of the Dr Julian study and
strengthen the impact results.
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Quality adjusted life year (QALY) outcomes in the analysis represents a small proportion of
the overall benefit seen, however in theory it should have a far greater influence on the
overall outcomes. The NHS use PHQ9 and other Anxiety Disorder Specific Measures
(ADSM) scores to measure patient outcomes, however there is a gap in previous studies
linking these measures to QALYs. This has made it difficult to quantify the true social impact
Dr Julian could have. It is strongly advised that this outcome measure is investigated further,
and revised assumptions are made.
GATHERING DATA ON UPTAKE AND ACCESSIBILITY OF DR JULIAN
Assumptions made within this analysis have been based on the data available, and many of
the external studies used are not recent enough to build any strong conclusions around. To
assess the true impact of Dr Julian it is important to grasp a better understanding on the
potential population suited for the service. The three key areas for which more data is
required are:
1) Patient accessibility, such as internet connectivity
2) Clinical suitability, assessing whether a patient is clinically suitable to receive
therapy remotely.
3) Patient choice will provide insight as to what patients would truly prefer given the
choice of multiple modes of therapy.
It is worth noting that when approaching providers and commissioners on setting up
resource to gather this data, it is in their interest to understand the potential uptake and
engagement of their patients using Dr Julian, and assess and understand the reasons.

APPLYING QUANTITATIVE JUDGEMENT TO NEW EVALUATIONS SITES
The data collected for this study has been solely quantitative and provided a good means to
assess the impact of the Dr Julian platform from an economic perspective. An additional
validation method that should be considered is around collecting data from surveys and
other qualitative means to further contextualise the results and figures highlighted in this

8
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report. Qualitative research can also provide further insight into the acceptance, usability
and accessibility of not only the current service, but that of Dr Julian. Gaining feedback from
patients, staff and other stakeholders provides a greater evidence base for the potential
impact the platform could impose.
Qualitative judgement can help contextualise the results of qualitative analysis and answer
the questions that the current datasets cannot.

COMMERCIAL APPROACH
Further data may help provide an insight into the acceptance and demand for Dr Julian and
help assess the potential future demand for the service. The COVID-19 pandemic has
presented an opportunity to accelerate the adoption of digital technologies, such as Dr Julian
into the NHS. A consideration could be to use existing NHS therapists on the platform.
Additionally, due to the range and expertise of the therapists that Dr Julian have there is
scope to provide specific services such as maternity and perinatal support or support
tailored to the vulnerable and isolated groups that may be worse off due to COVID-19.
Although the IAPT service in the NHS services most of the patients in England, there are
other commercial opportunities through private organisations, such as universities, and large
firms, even private care homes, for which Dr Julian could be suitable.
Capacity of the Dr Julian service is based on the number of therapists available, and so
understanding demand will play a critical role is assessing how many therapists may be
required in the future to offer the service to all applicable patients. The key being, to be able
to offer the same consistent quality of service to all patients no matter how many use the Dr
Julian platform.
Patient demand and costing data can be used to assist in creating not just health economic
models but also assist in business modelling. The analysis of financial forecasting and
planning for the business can be assisted by the data collected for this study and could be
used to support further investment cases in the future.
This study goes a long way to showing the impact that Dr Julian could have on the NHS, it is
still worth noting that it is only one answer, at one moment in time, and so it is recommended
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that the Dr Julian service is monitored continuously, as the service grows to help further
assess the economic, financial and social impact.
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Introduction
Project Overview
Dr Julian aims to create the best online Mental Healthcare and wellbeing service in the
world. A range of highly experienced therapists/psychologists offer psychological treatment
through on-line video sessions, audio chat and instant messaging via the Dr Julian platform.
As there is no subscription service, patients can choose who they wish to see and when and
where they require an appointment, with no pressure to book again and again. Dr Julian
claims that video online therapy is as effective as traditional face to face therapy and can
deliver a better patient experience.
Dr Julian’s current customers are those who choose to use the service direct (private),
company corporate services, which are white labelled under a company benefit package,
and through NHS provider companies. NHS mental trust foundations that are currently
using the platform include Lancashire, Oxleas Trust, Milton Keynes University Hospital, and
Basildon and Thurrock.
Dr Julian offers vetted therapists/psychologists and/or the patients’ chosen therapists,
without taking them away from their NHS work. Because the service enables therapists to
work from home, they can work additional hours of their choosing to earn additional income.
This often provides an out of hours service, to meet the increasing need for patient choice.
As Dr Julian is essentially a platform for patients to access a personalised mental healthcare
and wellbeing service, patient outcomes are based on the experience they have with the
therapists themselves. As a result, NICE guidelines potentially do not require Tier 3a/b
evidencing standards for digital health technologies (DHTs). The platform itself offers simple
monitoring, communication and information for patients, and therefore is only considered a
Tier 2 DHT.

Current Problem
1) Demand
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As of 2014, an estimated one adult in six has symptoms of a common mental disorder (such
as depression, anxiety or panic) according to the Adult Psychiatric Morbidity Study in
England. Additionally, the “proportion of people with severe symptoms of common mental
disorders in the past week”, defined as those scoring in “the highest category for overall
neurotic symptoms”, has increased from 6.9% in 1993 to 9.3% in 2014 (McManus, et al.,
2014). Figure 1 demonstrates that these results are not outliers and that there is a consistent
upward trend during that period across adult psychiatric morbidity surveys.
Figure 1 – The proportion of people with severe symptoms of common mental disorders in the past week, 1993 – 2014,
as recorded by Adult Psychiatric Morbidity studies. Source: NHS Digital data; McManus, et al. (2014)

Proportion of people with severe symptoms of
common mental disorders in the past week
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The demands on mental health services today create a perfect storm of exceptionally high
prevalence, which services are struggling to meet due to historically poor access and
infrastructure, and recently, a fast increase in severe and more complex presentations.
With this context, NHS England (NHSE) has set a clear mandate for the development of
IAPT services, first through the Five Year Forward View (FYFV) for Mental Health (NHSE
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Mental Health Taskforce, 2016) and built on shortly after by the NHS Long Term Plan (LTP)
(NHS England, 2019). The most significant commitment is to expand access to IAPT
services to cover 1.9 million adults per year by 2024, while simultaneously maintaining
performance targets such as (but not limited to):


Recovery rates above 50%



Patients starting treatment within 6 weeks



95% of people starting treatment within 18 weeks (NHS England, 2019).

Currently, for England in 2018/19, IAPT services receive just over 1.6 million adult referrals
per year. This means that an extra 300,000 individuals must be referred every year within 5
years to meet the access-to-services commitment.
Additionally, the 1.9 million target is estimated to cover only 25% of overall demand (NHSE
Mental Health Taskforce, 2016), meaning that mental health services and IAPT will almost
certainly continue to grow rapidly beyond 2024. This requirement for ever-expanding
services, while maintaining performance standards, demands IAPT services are as efficient
as possible in order to remain sustainable in the future.

2) Equity of access
The IAPT manual (The National Collaborating Centre for Mental Health, 2020) identifies
eleven groups that “tend to be under-represented in IAPT services” from national data. Many
of the groups that have been identified also experience inequitable access across the NHS
as a whole, and due consideration should be given to ensure that new interventions or
innovation are not harming their access to services further and widening health inequalities.
The groups identified may be under-represented for different reasons. Men, for example, are
less than half of IAPT patients but this group is so large and diverse that it is unlikely that the
service itself is systematically excluding them. Rather, men appear to be less likely to seek
help (Mental Health Foundation, 2016), driven by societal pressures and stigmas around
mental health. It is difficult for the service itself to tackle these societal issues driving
inequalities.
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Some of the other under-represented groups, however, relate directly to the service and how
it might engage. Older people and those living in deprived areas are two groups that are
more likely to suffer from a ‘digital gap’, either from a lack of access to technology or the
internet, making it a real challenge for these individuals to access digitally delivered
healthcare.
The above groups are identified from national IAPT data. The data presented in IAPT
datasets excludes whether the patient lives more rurally or in more urban areas. Any service
that requires travel creates a barrier to access treatment, especially in rural communities,
and this will exacerbate the inequalities already faced by the previously-mentioned groups
such as those in deprived areas or older people without their own transport. Digital
technology, such as Dr Julian, may be valuable to bridge this specific gap.
Access to treatment is also directly related to capacity. Long wait times for treatment
combined with a poor quality of service, symptoms of a service operating above capacity,
build barriers to accessing treatment. The strain that IAPT services are under is highlighted
in the next sub-section.

3) Resource pressures
The drive to greatly expand access while maintaining (or, for many providers, improving)
performance creates a challenge to maximise efficient use of resources. Mental health has
historically received a much lower proportion of funding compared to activity, a situation
which has improved since the introduction of the Mental Health Investment Standard and
increased ringfenced funding in the NHS LTP (NHS England, 2019), but funding (relative to
activity) parity is still to be achieved between physical and mental health (Gilburt, 2018).
Mental health services, including IAPT, face an enormous challenge to grow rapidly while
facing these funding constraints.
Another barrier to growth is the mental health workforce. This has included issues with the
diversity and accessibility of training (Centre for Outcomes Research and Effectiveness,
UCL, 2019) but predominately there is an issue of staff numbers caused by training,
recruitment and retention. As of 2017, there were approximately 20,000 vacancies out of
214,000 posts across the NHS dedicated to mental health, with these gaps being filled by
expensive bank and agency staff (Health Education England, 2017). In addition to issues
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with recruitment, turnover, or leaver, rates amongst IAPT staff was approximately 22% for
the low-intensity (LI) working group and 12% for high intensity (HI) therapists offering CBT
(NHSE & HEE, 2015). Training and qualifications are a further issue highlighted by the most
recent IAPT workforce census, which found that a large number of staff providing low
intensity therapy were not fully qualified as a psychological wellbeing practitioner (PWP)
(NHSE & HEE, 2015).
The workforce constraints have led to a focus on digital technologies to help maximise the
use of therapist time, a priority shared by the NHS LTP (NHS England, 2019). It is hoped
that digital technologies such as Dr Julian will maximise the amount of time that therapists
spend treating patients, thus relieving some of the pressure to expand the workforce in the
process.

4) Service Equity
IAPT services vary in performance across England. While some of this variation is due to the
local population, through factors such as age or population density, there is certainly also
some degree of variability in service provision.
For example, for 2018/19, there was a marked distinction in recovery rates between
Birmingham and Solihull CCG (50%) and Stoke on Trent CCG (64%), with this likely to be at
least partly driven by Stoke on Trent CCG providing 2.5 more appointments on average for a
course of treatment (NHS Digital, 2019). Some of this variation is likely to be driven by the
different types of therapies being offered to patients in each service (Perfect, et al., 2016), at
least proportionally, with a course of highly-effective but expensive CBT requiring more
appointments than a less intensive option such as guided self-help. The previously
mentioned service and resource pressures likely causes most of this variation in treatments
offered.
1) Referrals
Looking at the STP level, demand in the form of referrals varies when adjusted for
population size (Figure 2). There is a spike in demand in the North-West of England, centred
around Manchester, which peaks at 122.6 referrals per 1,000 population and compares to a
minimum of just 5.3 referrals per 1,000 population. It is important to note that referrals are
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not measured at a patient level, meaning that two patients being referred once each is
indistinguishable from one patient being referred twice. This could mean that areas
struggling to cope with high demand will be highlighted even further, as a high number of
patients failing to recover may repeatedly be referred back into the service.. It is interesting
to note the marked difference between two neighbouring STPs with similar populations,
Surrey Heartlands STP and Sussex and East Surrey STP, which suggests that the data may
also be reflecting variations in referral pathways or inconsistencies with diagnosis.
Figure 2 – Referrals per 1,000 population by STP in England. Source: IAPT Annual Report data 18/19 (NHS Digital,
2019)

2) Waiting times
IAPT currently only has waiting time targets for the time from referral to the first treatment
that the patient receives, with 75% expected to start therapy within 6 weeks and 95% within
18 weeks (The National Collaborating Centre for Mental Health, 2020). Waiting times
between first and second treatments are also measured and reported but does not have a
target to reach. As a result, it may be the case that some IAPT services will prioritise
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resources to ensure patients receive their first treatment but then allow the first to second
treatment waiting time to lengthen. No data is currently reported by IAPT services for the
average wait between all appointments over the entire course of treatment.
Figure 3 – Mean wait time for first treatment by STP in England. Source: IAPT Annual Report data 18/19 (NHS Digital,
2019)

Wait times for the first treatment (Figure 3) range from 7 to 38 days, representing the vast
inequality that patients face in access to treatment. The worst performance for this metric is
typically found in the South East, East Midlands and North of England, with Cornwall also
representing a poor-performing outlier. These statistics are based on both low and high
intensity treatment, and so it is hard to draw conclusions on how long patients suitable for
high intensity treatment, which is expected to be far longer.
The contrast between first treatment waiting time and first to second treatment waiting time
is stark, as shown in Figure 4. Many of the best performers on the first treatment measure
are amongst the worst performers in the first to second treatment measure and vice-versa.

17
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Gloucestershire is a clear example of this variation, being the top ranked STP for first
treatment waiting time but last out of all STPs for the first-to-second treatment wait. Midperforming STPs on the first treatment measure also tend to be somewhere in the middle
again for the first-to-second wait time. A sharp contrast is also visible between the far North
East and North West areas of the country, as Humber, Coast and Vale performs much
worse in getting patients into treatment than Lancashire and the areas around Manchester
but this difference flips for the first to second treatment wait time. This effect demonstrates
variations in the referral pathway, with some STPs preferring to focus on getting patients into
their first appointment but making them wait for further treatment while others take longer to
get patients into treatment but then offer a much smoother course of treatment from then
onwards.
Figure 4 – Comparison of waiting time measures by STP in England. Source: IAPT Annual Report data 18/19 (NHS
Digital, 2019)

3) Recovery rates
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The variation in service provision culminates in significant health inequalities for patients, as
shown by reliable recovery rates in Figure 5 with worse outcomes depicted in darker blue.
Interestingly, areas surrounding large cities (such as the STPs surrounding London and
Birmingham) tend to perform much better while inner cities and remote areas see poorer
outcomes for patients. A possible explanation could be that densely populated areas
struggle to deliver their service due to demand pressures while sparsely populated areas
struggle to reach people and improve access, leaving a ‘sweet spot’ in the middle of services
that are able to both reach their population and keep up with demand. Further exploration to
the data may uncover answers.
The map also shows that, while recovery rates are above target for England as a whole,
there is poor performance in reliable recovery; indicating that services are much more
effective at treating patients with mild symptoms but are struggling to help patients with more
severe symptoms to recover, most likely at Step 3 care.
Figure 5 – Reliable recovery rates (%) by STP in England. Source: IAPT Annual Report data 18/19 (NHS Digital, 2019)
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The above analysis has focused on service provision at the STP level for ease of
explanation and demonstration. There is, of course, even more variation beneath this level
of aggregation amongst individual providers. The definition of ‘Reliable recovery’ is
explained in detail in the Recovery rates section of this document.

Local Context / Health Context
Mental health conditions can have a material impact on the quality of life of a patient. It not
only affects the life of a patient in terms of their health, but also their perspective on the
world and their wider life, which can affect wellbeing and happiness to a great, and possibly
serious, extent.
Individuals suffering from mental health conditions often face detrimental impacts to their
physical lifestyle. The relationship is likely to be mutually causational, but it’s certainly the
case that a patient suffering from a more severe mental health condition is likely to
experience a deterioration in their physical health as their eating, sleeping and exercise
habits are affected. Moreover, the impact of mental health on motivation can be key as
patients may become less likely to maintain their health or to seek care when needed. A
combination of these effects is shown by the cost of care for a patient with a long term
physical condition increasing by an average of 45% when that patient also develops a
mental health condition (NHSE Mental Health Taskforce, 2016).
Untreated mental health conditions additionally cause spill over effects that impact on
everyday lives. The individual’s hobbies, relationships and interests can be affected by their
mental health, caused by the many demotivating aspects of conditions such as depression,
and affecting wellbeing. A person may also struggle to maintain a job, or at least see their
career prospects diminish, causing a loss of earnings and structure that can impact their
mental health even further (Modini, et al., 2016). There is a 65% employment gap between
those who are supported by secondary care mental health services and the general
population (NHSE Mental Health Taskforce, 2016). These effects demonstrate the need to
consider the wider social impact of mental health, rather than focusing purely on the
healthcare system.

20
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Current Pathway
IAPT services utilise a NICE-recommended stepped-care model for most mental health
conditions, escalating care based on the severity of symptoms or responsiveness to
treatment. The initial step is assessment and watchful waiting, before escalating the intensity
of treatment through each of the following steps as appropriate to the patient. The model is
shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6 - Stepped care model for mental health. Source: Mental Health Matters (2020)

Patients are generally referred for treatment at a particular step depending on the severity of
their symptoms, based on the standard Patient Health Questionnaire 9 (PHQ9) for
Depression or some Anxiety Disorder Specific measure (ADSM), usually the Generalised
Anxiety Disorder 7 (GAD7), for anxiety. These scores are taken at the assessment
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conducted in Step 1 and are usually taken regularly throughout a course of treatment to
monitor how the patient responds to treatment.
The PHQ9 and GAD7 scores are collected by asking a standardised questionnaire of
questions such as, “Over the last two weeks, how often have you been feeling down,
depressed or hopeless?”, with a score from 0-3 allocated for responses ranging from “Not at
all” to “Nearly every day”. The higher the score, the more severe the symptoms. A case is
considered to meet the threshold for clinical diagnosis if the patient receives a total score of
10 or higher on the PHQ9 test for depression, or a score of 8 or higher on the GAD7
questionnaire for anxiety. The questionnaires are clinically validated, but this does not mean
they are without issues. For example, the questionnaires are not able to accurately provide
information on the longevity of the symptoms, beyond the two week scope of the questions,
such that a patient with severe symptoms for two weeks may be conflated with a patient who
has had severe symptoms for years. This is why clinicians tend to collect further information
on the background of a patient and seek to understand the wider context rather than relying
solely on the questionnaires.
Once patients have been assessed, they may initially be referred for treatment at a particular
step, but then moved up or down depending on how they are responding to the treatment
and whether the treatment is appropriate for the individual. It is not uncommon for a patient
to start an initial course of treatment and then immediately be referred onto an alternative,
especially if the patient feels that the treatment is unsuitable to them.
The most common route for referral onto an IAPT service is via the patient’s GP. The GP will
typically conduct early assessment, including collecting symptom scores through the
questionnaires mentioned previously, and then may refer the patient for a specific course of
treatment or offer a degree of choice depending on what the local IAPT service offers. Other
sources of referral include other parts of the healthcare system, such as secondary care,
and even, in cases where it is offered by the local IAPT service, self-referral.
IAPT provides care for Steps 2 and 3. Step 2 involves lower-intensity treatment such as
guided self-help or computerised CBT (cCBT) and is usually for patients with mild to
moderate symptoms. These treatments are considered effective at treating patients with mild
symptoms but quickly become ineffective as symptoms worsen. The interventions at this
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stage are also generally cheaper, mainly because they require a lower salary-band
Psychological Wellbeing Practitioner (PWP) and less staff time dedicated to the patient.
Step 3 involves higher-intensity interventions such as face-to-face CBT, counselling, and
interpersonal therapy. Patients are usually referred into Step 3 if they have moderate to
moderately severe symptoms or if they had mild to moderate symptoms that did not respond
to Step 2 treatment.
Step 4 is usually where the patient is treated in secondary or tertiary care with highly severe
symptoms or a complex condition. It is the primary goal of Steps 2 and 3 to prevent patients
reaching this level of deterioration and experiencing the poor outcomes associated.

Dr Julian
Dr Julian offers an alternative means for delivering the standard therapies, such as CBT,
typically offered at Step 3 of IAPT. It is an online digital platform for patients to receive their
IAPT treatment through video conferencing, audio chats or instant messaging with their
therapists. Patients can sign-in to the service online from any location, providing they have a
reasonable internet connection, and connect to their therapist when the appointment starts.
Patient choice is core to the Dr Julian model. Patients have the freedom to choose where to
have their treatment, such as in a safe space within their own home, which therapist they
use, and receive much more flexibility on the time of day to have an appointment. This
patient-centred experience should allow patients to find a much better fit for them in terms of
the treatment, therapist, and the logistics of the appointment – likely leading to better
attendance/reduced DNAs, improved patient satisfaction and, ultimately, better clinical
outcomes. The improved efficiency and flexibility should also enable a reduction in waiting
times for the patient.
Therapists themselves also gain much more control of their schedule, being able to choose
their working hours and their offering while also cutting out commuting or travel time and
potentially seeing a reduction in the burden of DNAs. The system itself provides a platform
for therapists to monitor and manage their patients, as well as share any information
between therapists if the patient decides to switch.
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For providers, the delivery model could help alleviate local workforce pressures because the
geographical location of the therapist does not matter. Therapists from Cornwall could
feasibly consult with patients in the North East of England with zero change in the quality of
treatment. Additionally, Dr Julian can also provide their own therapists who can be used to
supplement the existing workforce in each service.

Dr Julian results
To assess the impact of the Dr Julian, data was extracted from the platform for sites that are
using the service. This data was analysed and used in the comparison against the current
IAPT service. Data was collected from four provider sites:


Lancashire care NHS foundation Trust



Oxleas NHS foundation trust



Basildon and Thurrock University Hospitals



Milton Keynes University Hospital NHS Foundation Trust

Non identifiable data was supplied to KSS AHSN to assess patient outcomes and the quality
of the current service Dr Julian providers. Following government measures of social
distancing put in place from 23 March 2020 following the Coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak
(UK Government, 2020), it was agreed only patient data up to this date was used. The
rationale behind this decision was based on changing patterns of current patients and the
effect social distancing may have on the wider population and their mental health. The result
on the NHS also saw most IAPT services stop face to face appointments to concentrate on
teletherapy and video therapy (NHSE & NHSI, 2020).
The data from the four sites was collected, merged, and analysed to produce the following
high-level results:
POPULATION AND ENGAGEMENT FIGURES:
Referred onto the Dr Julian Platform (n=287)



I.

Non-engagement (n=84)
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II.
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Waiting to book first appointment: excluded from patient outcome results and
engagement statistics (n=43)

III.

Ongoing treatment: excluded from patient outcomes (n=72)

IV.

Drop-outs (n=19)

V.

Finished treatment (n=69).
Of 244 patients included in the engagement population, 65.5% started treatment



(n=160).
PATIENT OUTCOMES
PHQ9 and GAD7 (as the ADSM measure) have been used to calculate patient outcomes.
Out of the 69 patients who finished treatment (n=61) began or ended treatment in caseness,
and so included in the following patient outcome results:
I.

Reliable Recovery: (n=35) 54.1%

II.

Reliable improvement (n=49) 80.3%

III.

Reliable improvement (excluding Reliable recovery patients) (n=16) 26.2%

IV.

Reliable No Change (n=7) 11.5%

V.

Reliable Deterioration (n=5) 8.2%

More details on the above definitions of patient outcome measures can be found under the
Recovery rates section of this document.
APPOINTMENTS ATTENDED PER PATIENT


By finished treatment patients and those who began or ended in caseness (n=61) the
mean number of appointments attended was 10.3



By drop-out patients (n=19) the mean number appointments attended was 4.6
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Of patients who dropped out (n=19), there was recovery data on (n=18) for which



5.6% of patients had recovered (n=1) and 94.4% (n=17) had not recovered when
dropped out of treatment.
DNA RATE
Assessing patients who have booked appointments, and so patients who have ongoing
treatment, finished treatment, or dropped out (n=160)
A total of 1468 appointments have been booked of which:



I.

(n=704) from patients who have finished treatment,

II.

(n=87) of patients who have dropped out

III.

(n=677) of patients who are ongoing treatment.
A total of 79 appointments that were booked have been recorded as DNAs, of which:





I.

(n=35) from patients who have finished treatment giving a DNA rate of 5.0%,

II.

(n=9) of patients who have dropped out, giving a DNA rate of 10.3%

III.

(n=35) of patients who are ongoing treatment, giving a DNA rate of 5.2%
The total DNA rate for all Dr Julian patients above (weighted average) was (79/1468)
5.4%

OTHER DATA
Despite the following statistics not being used within this analysis, they may be useful when
assessing future effectiveness of treatment considering the time (in weeks) from referral to
starting treatment:


Ongoing treatment (n=72) the mean waiting time was 2.8 weeks



Drop-outs (n=19) the mean waiting time was 3.4 weeks



Finished treatment (n=69) the mean waiting time was 3.9 weeks
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All patients (n=160) the mean waiting time was 3.3 weeks

Waiting times for Dr Julian represent the time taken from referral to start of treatment and so
do not consider when the patient booked appointments. Realistically, patients would not
need to wait this amount of time for therapy and the time taken for them to book the
appointment heavily contributes to this statistic.
The data collected for this analysis has key indicators that can be directly comparable to the
current IAPT service data. This has helped shape the assessment measures to help
illustrate the impact the Dr Julian platform could have.
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Health Economic Analysis
Methodology/Health Economic
Models
Perspective
A health economic model can provide answers to multiple stakeholders as described in
Table 2.
Table 2: Perspectives of key stakeholders towards a health economic and qualitative evaluation

Relevant
Stakeholder
Dr Julian

Purpose of the Health Economic Model


Can assist in business decisions and modelling.



Gives a broader understanding to the size of the target patient
population.



Provides an understanding of the current differences in patient
outcomes across different IAPT services in the NHS.



Helps provide a business case by quantifying economic and social
outcomes.

Commissioners



Shows wider social and economic benefit, rather than just cost
savings.



Can be used to show current resources and costs required for the
service.



Can provide some guidance for future commissioning and tariff
structure.

Providers



Provides an understanding of relevance and fit between the product
and the site of implementation.



Current costs and benefits of providing a Mental health service.



Helps predict future demand for mental health service and the cost
of such.
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Can provide tangible evidence as to where the intervention could
save costs and improve patient outcomes.

NHS



Workforce
Patients /

Can identify suitability of types of therapy delivered, and potentially
the difference in patient uptake.



Capacity of workforce, and the effectiveness of therapy.



Social and economic effect on recovering patients, dependent on

Citizens

recovery rate.


Qualitative analysis could highlight the extent to which the new.
technology is accepted and provide useful insight as to what area of
the service is most valued.

General Approach and Sources
The approach taken has been highlighted below which helps understand the potential
impact Dr Julian could have relative to the current IAPT pathway based on preliminary
assumptions:


Building the health economic model using a tried and tested approach; for each
outcome stream identified, data is needed to determine inputs for the model.



Data collection from existing literature and live sites.



Discussing findings and confirming preliminary assumptions around the impact.
across different scenarios and regional scales, based on the cost-benefit analysis.



Identifying data that needs to be collected to create a more robust health economic
model with validated assumptions.

This study produces a to-date current and an ex-ante appraisal of the prospective impact of
Dr Julian estimated using:


Data from live sites using the Dr Julian model



Emerging academic research and industry reports



Statistics from relevant public-sector bodies

In addition to the framework described above, HM Government has sought to enable quicker
and more efficient delivery of cost-benefit appraisals, particularly by local government. This
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has been achieved through the funding and development of two sets of standardised unit
cost databases, from which data will be sought as standard. These are:


PSSRU’s ‘Unit Costs of Health and Social Care 2010 - 2018’ (PSSRU, 2019)



New Economy ‘Unit Cost Database’ (2015), which divides costs into financial costs
and economic costs. These terms broadly equate to ‘public sector delivery costs’ and
‘all other socio-economic costs’ (GMCA Research Team, 2019)

These sources present an efficient but effective mechanism for identifying values for many
costs and outcome benefits. They are broadly consistent with one another but where they
are not, the original source data has been sought where possible to identify the most
relevant data.

Choice of Analysis and Methodology
1) Cost-Benefit Analysis
The aim of a cost-benefit analysis, which follows a similar approach to a cost-effectiveness
analysis, lies in determining if the economic value of an intervention can justify its cost by
comparing the cost of two or more alternatives and reviewing the return on investment.
Savings are estimated from the healthcare system’s perspective and the effects of an
intervention on all costs should be considered (i.e. direct cost, effect on health expenditures,
social and health outcomes to the patient). Costs and benefits ought to be discounted to
reflect the lower economic value of an expense, accounting for the time value of money, as
well as the higher value of a benefit that is realised earlier (HERC, 2020).
The calculation in figure 7 is applied to all benefit streams realised by the programme and
summarised to show the full benefit potential from a financial and economic perspective.
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Figure 7: valuation of benefit stream calculation

2) Approach and structuring of outcomes
To turn outcomes into a financial benefit, each stream had to be monetised. There are two
broad benefit categories relevant to the cost-benefit analysis: NHS cash and non-cash
releasing benefits.
How these benefits are realised depends on the cash ability of the saving. Cash ability refers
to the way a change in an outcome will result in a reduction of fiscal expenditure. The ability
to cash depends on the type of benefit, scale, timing and the leadership in place to realise
the savings. This report takes a prudent approach to identifying benefits and separates the
fiscal savings into the following benefit streams:


NHS related cash releasing benefits: These benefits produce immediate cashable
savings to the provider; an example of this benefit would be a direct reduction in
procurement costs such as, in the case of a manufactured product, lower material
costs.



NHS related non-cash releasing benefits: These benefits are important to
reducing demand and strain on services, but a fiscal value cannot be realised without
decommissioning of services. Benefits which can be described as non-cash
releasing include the generation of time savings for staff that allows staff to either
improve the quality of their activity or carry out alternative activities.



Social benefits: The overall benefit to the public, including, but not limited to,
employment related benefits, such as fewer sick days and improved health and
wellbeing. A key element of understanding these benefits is the approach the model
takes in calculating quality of life changes. Quality of life related benefits use a
Quality Adjusted Life Year (QALY) calculation. The basic construction of a QALY
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valuation for a particular health state is the number of years of life spent in that state
multiplied by a health state utility-based weighting (cf.Wiliams, 1985). So, for
example, a health state which lasts 10 years and is valued at 0.9 in terms of health
state utility would give 9 QALYs. The QALY provides a single index allowing a
measurement of the effects of health interventions on mortality and morbidity.
This QALY is then given a financial value using the willingness to pay threshold value
used by NICE on behalf of the NHS. NICE methods refer to a threshold of £20,000 £30,000 per QALY. A sensitivity range is used to reflect the range within which this
threshold is applied, with the lower value (£20,000) taken as the modal value.

3) Optimism Bias
When the data and evidence upon which the cost effectiveness model is based are uneven,
old or incomplete, a certain factor needs to be applied to correct for these. Therefore, the
model applies optimism bias correction factors in response to the level of uncertainty in the
data or assumptions used. The optimism bias approach used is based on the confidence
grade definitions shown in Table 3.
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Table 3: Optimism bias correction grading

Confidenc
e grade

Colour
coding in

Data Source

model

Known

Optimism

data

bias

error

correction

1-2 years old

+/- 5%

5%

2-3 years old

+/- 10%

10%

3-4 years old

+/- 15%

15%

4-5 years old

+/-20%

25%

>5 years old

+-25%

40%

Age of
data

Formal service delivery contract
costs
1

Figures derived from local stats /
RCT trials
Practitioner monitored costs

2

Figures based on national
analysis in similar areas
Costs developed from ready
reckoners

3

Figures based on generic national
analysis
Costs from similar interventions
elsewhere

4

Figures based on international
analysis
Cost from uncorroborated expert
judgement

5

Benefit from uncorroborated
expert judgement

The confidence grade which the cost benefit analysis model applies to the data is
determined by the lowest assessment in any of the descriptive columns. The optimism bias
correction factor for the data is then determined, based on the lowest confidence grade
found in relation to each individual outcome and costs are increased by the corresponding
percentage factor (shown in Table 3).
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This calculation is applied to all benefit streams realised by the programme and summarised
to show the full benefit potential from a financial and economic perspective. Costs are
inflated and benefits deflated using this correction to reduce the overall impact of the
intervention.

4) Year Weight Percentage
Financial and economic weightings are applied to benefits to show how inflationary and
economic pressures effect the value of benefit streams over time. For the in-year
calculations, only inflationary pressures are applied to show effects in nominal terms,
however for the NPV, a discount rate of 3.5% is applied to deflate the benefit to real terms to
reflect the changing value of healthcare within GDP (See the Green book for more details
(HM Treasury, 2018)). For Social outcome streams linked to QALYs, the discount rate
applied is 1.5%, as this excludes the change in value from an economic perspective and
only considers social differences.

5) NHS and Gross Benefit
The NHS monetary difference represents the difference between the monetary cash and
non-cash benefits and the costs incurred from the intervention. Total Gross benefit
represents the full economic impact and therefore includes social benefits.
𝑵𝑯𝑺 𝑩𝒆𝒏𝒆𝒇𝒊𝒕 = 𝑩𝒆𝒏𝒆𝒇𝒊𝒕𝒔 𝒊𝒏𝒄𝒍. 𝑵𝑯𝑺 𝒄𝒂𝒔𝒉 𝒂𝒏𝒅 𝒏𝒐𝒏𝒄𝒂𝒔𝒉 𝒔𝒂𝒗𝒊𝒏𝒈𝒔
𝑻𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 𝑮𝒓𝒐𝒔𝒔 𝑩𝒆𝒏𝒆𝒇𝒊𝒕 = 𝑩𝒆𝒏𝒆𝒇𝒊𝒕𝒔 𝒊𝒏𝒄𝒍. 𝑵𝑯𝑺 𝒄𝒂𝒔𝒉 𝒂𝒏𝒅 𝒏𝒐𝒏𝒄𝒂𝒔𝒉 𝒔𝒂𝒗𝒊𝒏𝒈𝒔 + 𝒔𝒐𝒄𝒊𝒂𝒍 𝒃𝒆𝒏𝒆𝒇𝒊𝒕𝒔

6) Benefit-cost Ratio
The benefit-cost ratio is a measure of benefits against costs and shows the return on
investment. This can indicate the scale of investment and return based on the intervention’s
impact. This figure shows a measure of efficiency and good investment based on the overall
return; £X return for every £1 invested. The calculation can be applied for both NHS benefits
and total gross benefits to show the wider economic impact the intervention may have.

𝑩𝒆𝒏𝒆𝒇𝒊𝒕 𝑪𝒐𝒔𝒕 𝒓𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐 =

𝑵𝒆𝒕 𝑩𝒆𝒏𝒆𝒇𝒊𝒕 𝑽𝒂𝒍𝒖𝒆
𝑪𝒐𝒔𝒕𝒔
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Sensitivity Analysis
Monte Carlo analysis is a modelling technique which simulates the impact of the expected
variance in key variables on the output of interest, in this case the net present value. The
approach is best described using an example.

1) Step One: Allocation of ranges
Variables of interest are given base-case values (or mean estimates), and an expected
range. In the example below we look at quality of life adjustment factor and life expectancy:
Table 4: Example of sensitivity range allocation

Variable

Quality of life adjustment

Lower range

Base-case /

Upper range

estimate

mean estimate

estimate

0.420

0.565

0.710

4.73

6.30

7.88

factor
Life expectancy (years)

2) Step Two: Allocation of a distribution shape
All data has a shape to its distribution. If there is equal likelihood of any value within
a range being drawn, then a rectangular distribution can be used (so called because
a graph of the probability of any specific value being drawn would appear to be a
rectangle). If there is a lower likelihood of a value at the extreme ends of the range
being drawn, then a triangular distribution could be used.
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If there is reason to believe the distribution meets the statistical qualities required to
be defined as normal, Poisson, etc, then these can be applied. In this study, we have
generally applied triangular distributions as this best reflects the ranges used and
diminishing probabilities of more extreme ends. Where a different distribution has
been used, it is expressly noted in the text.

3) Step Three: Random selection of values within the range
The model selects at random a value for each variable from within the range
between the upper and lower estimate and calculates the outcome from each draw,
considering the distribution shape selected and therefore the probability of any value
being drawn.

4) Step Four: Repetition
Table 5: Example of random variation within Monte Carlo simulation

Variable

Quality of life adjustment

Draw 1

Draw 2

Draw 3

Draw 4

Draw 5

0.45

0.50

0.55

0.60

0.75

Life expectancy (years)

4.5

5.0

5.5

6.0

7.5

Quality of Life Year

£20,000

£20,000

£20,000

£20,000

£20,000

£40,500

£50,000

£60,500

£72,000

£112,500

factor

monetary value

Benefit (lives saved x value
of lives saved)
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Five draws are given above, using a rectangular distribution. These deliver estimates lying
between £40,500 and £112,500. The draw is repeated thousands of times. In this evaluation
we use 10,000 runs as standard.
Creating 10,000 estimates allows the creation of a distribution of possible outcomes from the
draws made. From this distribution we can then compute the range within which we expect
90% of the observations from the draws to fall. This is called the 90% confidence interval,
illustrated in Figure 7.
Figure 7: Illustration of sensitivity analysis
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Key inputs and outcomes
In order to build an economic model, such as a cost-benefit analysis, a certain number of
inputs are required for calculation purposes and to compute the desired outputs. Various
inputs are listed below in a structured approach, as used in the model.

Scenario Analysis
1) Scenario 1:
In order to assess the impact of Dr Julian, it is important to first run the model through a
scenario, with a single provider using the platform within their Mental health service. Dr
Julian is currently being used across four provider sites, for which the model will be run for
Oxleas and Lancashire.
a) Oxleas NHS Foundation Trust (scenario 1a): Dr Julian has been implemented at
Oxleas and is currently being used in addition to its IAPT service. Patients referred
onto the IAPT service are assessed for suitability and then offered the platform
appropriately. Patients requiring anything other than step 3 IAPT treatment will not be
suitable for the Dr Julian service and so are offered alternatives.
b) Lancashire Care NHS Foundation Trust (scenario 1b): Due to the current
capacity issues within the IAPT service, there is a large back log of patients who
require treatment. Although Dr Julian is only suitable for step 3 patients, it is believed
that most patients referred into the IAPT service, even if there are more suitable for
step 2 or 4 are offered the platform. Although this could skew the results at the
detriment to Dr Julian (as fewer patients recover), this is probably a realistic use of
the platform within an already stretched IAPT service.
The scenario has been run from 2020 for five years to show the short term in-year financial
impact and a medium 5-year NPV wider economic impact.
One of the limitations to looking at the model from a provider perspective, is that some of the
benefits realised will not be seen at the same level as the costs, i.e. at the provider level. It
is therefore important to assess the impact of Dr Julian from a wider system perspective.
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2) Scenario 2:
When assessing the impact of any mental health intervention it is vital to look at costs and
benefits from a more social economical perspective. The broader impact of mental health
patients affects both the healthcare and social care systems, which is why it is important to
assess the impact of Dr Julian on an STP (Sustainability and Transformation Partnership) or
ICS (Integrated Care System) (NHS England, 2020).
It has been agreed that the Our Healthier South East London ICS (formally known as South
East London STP) will be used in scenario 2 to represent a systemwide analysis. It should
also be noted that the Dr Julian platform is currently offered in the Oxleas NHS Foundation
Trust IAPT service, which sits within this ICS.
As not all providers within an STP/ICS will take up the Dr Julian service at the same time,
there has been several uptake assumptions applied, which are outlined in section
3.Uptake/Service Composition Assumption below.
The scenario has been run from 2020 for five years to show the short term in-year financial
impact and a medium 5-year NPV wider economic impact.

3) Scenario 3:
For a perspective of the wider impact on all NHS patients, the model will be run across all
IAPT providers. In reality it is unlikely for all providers to take up the Dr Julian intervention,
and it would take a considerable amount of time to spread and implement across the whole
NHS, which is why a maximum of 80% of the patient population will ever be used in this
scenario.
The uptake assumptions applied have been outlined in section 3.Uptake/Service
Composition Assumption below.
The scenario has been run from 2020 for five years to show the short term in-year financial
impact and a medium 5-year NPV wider economic impact.
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Population
For each scenario, the IAPT data set (NHS Digital, 2019) provides enough detail to assess
patients who have gone through the service or have been referred. For the purposes of the
target population, the volumes of patients who have been referred to the service in 2019
have been pulled through for each of the scenarios. This set of patients have not necessarily
been treated or gone through the system in 2019, however represent those who have a
demand for the service this year. The data point named ‘EndReferral’ represent patients who
may not have been referred that year to the service, however, have ended treatment, or
dropped out during this period. These set of patients are used to assess the outcomes of
the service.
The volume of referrals for 2014-2019 have been used as a basis for projecting the
population from 2020-2024. The average growth rate for the total NHS referrals across the
past five-year period is used to project the next five years growth. These growth rates have
then been applied to the 2019 referral figures of patients for scenarios 1 and 2 in order to
predict the growing demand for the service. The below Table 6 shows the total NHS referral
volumes and rates applied from 2014 – 2024.
Table 6: Actual and predicted IAPT service referrals and growth rate

Year

Volume of referrals into IAPT
service

Growth rate

2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024

1,267,193
1,399,088
1,385,664
1,439,957
1,603,343
1,725,063
1,836,520
1,940,680
2,076,485
2,234,584

13.2%
10.4%
-1.0%
3.9%
11.3%
7.6%
6.5%
5.7%
7.0%
7.6%

Actual

Predicted

The population of patients for scenario 1a and 1b based on the referrals received into the
IAPT service in 2019.
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Scenario 1a: Oxleas NHS Foundation trust had 7,180 referrals in 2019, and so 7,725
referrals are predicted for 2020 (based on predicted growth rate in table 6).
Scenario 1b: Lancashire NHS Foundation trust had 43,865 referrals in 2019, and so 47,195
referrals are predicted for 2020 (based on predicted growth rate in table 6).
Scenario 2: Our Healthier South East London ICS had 53,030 referrals in 2019, and so
57,056 referrals are predicted for 2020 (based on predicted growth rate in table 6).
Scenario 3: NHS figures in table 6 above are used for 2020 – 2024.
Although the true population of people across England could be far greater, not all people
would consider seeking help. Equally, those who are referred may not always be suitable for
the Dr Julian service, or choose to use it, which is why we must consider the uptake of the
current service and the Dr Julian service to better predict how many patients will actually be
affected by the intervention.
The estimated IAPT population increase of 5-7% year on year is based on previous years,
which suggests that more people are referred to the IAPT service relative to the rate of
general population growth of around 0.9% each year (ONS, 2020). It may be that over time
referral rates slow relative to population growth, resulting in less estimated referrals
compared to what has been used in this study, although further research is suggested.

Uptake/Service Composition Assumption
1) High Intensity (HI) treatment
Uptake is used to estimate the proportion of the total population above that will end up going
through the intervention pathway. The Dr Julian service model has been deemed only
appropriate for high intensity (HI) treatment which is why it is important to first exclude any
patients who would normally go through low intensity (LI) treatment. The IAPT dataset (NHS
Digital, 2019) includes volumes of patients who have gone through HI and LI treatment in
2019, broken down by provider and STP (ICS). It is assumed that the proportion of LI to HI
patients remains constant by each Provider/STP (ICS) for future years. Table 7 shows the
proportion of HI patients for each scenario:
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Table 7: HI Referral volumes by scenario

Scenario

2019 HI
treatment given

2020 referrals

2020 Patients
suitable for HI*

1a: Oxleas

60.1%

7,725

4,642

1b: Lancashire

43.6%

47,195

20,554

2: SE London ICS

57.3%

57,056

32,691

3: NHS

54.2%

1,725,385

935,409

*Note due to rounding some figures may not match

These figures will be the populations for each scenario that are fed through the model.

2) Suitability of Online Therapy
The number of patients who are currently referred to an IAPT service will not necessarily
represent those who would go through the Dr Julian service, which is why we must consider
the following to filter out patients who will continue to use the current IAPT service (and so
will not affect the model outcomes):
1) Connectivity: Dr Julian service is mostly delivered through online video
consultations, and so it has been assumed that patients without high speed internet
connectivity will be unable to use the service. According to the Office of national
statistics (ONS, 2019), 93% of the English population will have access.
2) Clinical Suitability: According to Dr Julian, clinically most HI patients who would be
suitable for the normal IAPT service will be suitable for Online therapy, however in
their professional opinion the figure is more around 99% of patients.
3) Patient Choice: Of those who are offered online therapy it is assumed that around
half will choose to still have face to face appointments (47.2%), leaving 52.8% of
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patients choosing Dr Julian for their therapy. This is based on a 2013 study from the
Netherlands, Kenter, et al. (2013).
4) Start treatment: Many patients in the IAPT service who are referred to treatment will
never actually start treatment, of which most drop out due to long waiting lists or
believe they no longer require the treatment. Dr Julian patients are similar, however
reasons for never starting treatment may differ and could be something to investigate
in the future. Using data obtained from the four pilot sites, of those referred to Dr
Julian, 65.6% began treatment.
With this step process in mind, the total engagement rate of referred patients suitable for
Dr Julian would be 31.9%. Due to the basis of evidence however, we would look to be
prudent and use a large sensitivity factor (Optimism bias) to account for the quality of
data and studies used. Expert opinion and any research over 5 years old will result in a
40% reduction in the overall figure. Consequently, out of all patients referred to the
service (suitable for HI Step 3 treatment), 19.13% will use Dr Julian. This is broadly in
line with an Australian study (Batterham & Calear, 2017) which suggests that 16.7% of
patients seeking help are suitable and happy to begin treatment using online therapy
only.
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Figure 8 is a graphical representation of how patients have been filtered out by suitability
and engagement of Dr Julian, based on a sample of 100 Patients.

100
93

1) Connectivity: 93%
2) Clinical Suitability: 99%
3) Patient Choice: 52.8%
4) Start Treatment: 65.6%
Grade 5 Optimism Bias (1-40%)

92.1
48.6
31.9
19.1

Figure 8: Dr Julian Patient engagement rate for Dr Julian per 100 patients

The model uses these assumptions so that for every 100 patients who are referred to an
IAPT service and suitable for HI treatment, 19.1 will end up starting treatment through Dr
Julian. This figure will be known as the Dr Julian Engagement rate.

3) Phased implementation
Across all scenarios, it will be unlikely that all patients suitable and engaged will be using
the Dr Julian service from inception, which is why a phased uptake % assumption per
year is applied to the population. This represents time for planning and implementation of
integrating Dr Julian into the current IAPT service model, acceptance of the new
technology and ensuring that all appropriate patients are reached. Table 8 shows
different uptake % assumptions applied for each scenario.
Table 8: uptake spread assumptions for years 2020-24 by scenario
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1a & b

2 STP

Provider

(ICS)

3 NHS

Year 1

2020

20%

10%

5%

Year 2

2021

40%

20%

10%

Year 3

2022

60%

40%

20%

Year 4

2023

70%

60%

35%

Year 5

2024

80%

80%

50%

At Provider and STP (ICS) level (scenarios 1 and 2), the Dr Julian service would reach a
maximum of 80% of all suitable patients by year 5, with a provider taking up the service
at a faster rate than a wider STP (ICS). IAPT services across the NHS cover vast
geographies and patient volumes, so the uptake has been modelled at a far slower rate
for scenario 3.

Outcome Streams
1) Approach and structuring of outcomes
To assess the impact of Dr Julian, the key cost elements of an IAPT service have been
identified and monetised. The below is a list of key measures required to monetise and
calculate elements of an IAPT service that could be influenced using Dr Julian:
TREATMENT COSTS
Treatment costs represent the total cost of all appointments a patient attends until they
complete the treatment or drop out. As IAPT data is only available at an aggregated level,
the average number of appointments for each scenario has been used. This is multiplied by
the average cost per appointment to calculate the average total cost of treatment per patient.
Treatment costs are considered a Non-cash releasing benefit stream.
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DNAS (DO NOT ATTENDS)
DNAs are assumed to be a situation where a patient has booked an appointment however
does not show up or cancels within 24 hours. As that appointment could have been used for
another patient, the cost of this is then still incurred. DNAs are considered a Non-cash
releasing benefit stream as the cost of treatment would be incurred in any instance;
however the value of the treatment is only gained given the patient attends.
RECOVERY RATES
For the purposes of the analysis, patient outcomes are broken down into four categories. For
each level, patients are assumed to be at caseness prior to starting treatment. Caseness
represents a patient with a PHQ9 score of above 9 and/or a GAD7 score of above 7 (NHS
Digital, 2019). Appendix D of the ‘Improving Access to Psychological Therapies Manual
Appendices and helpful resources’ (NHSE, 2019) document has been used as a guideline to
measure clinical cut-offs and reliable change below.


Reliable recovery: A patient has a PHQ9 and/or GAD7 score that has started in
caseness and has since dropped below the level of caseness and is therefore
assumed recovered. To fall into this category, they must also be considered to have
‘‘Reliable improvement’, explained below. Another measure recorded is
‘Recovery’, which is when the patients PHQ9 or GAD7 score drops below that of
caseness, however does not meet the criteria of ‘Reliable improvement’.



Reliable Improvement: A patient’s PHQ9 score has fallen by at least 6 and/or their
GAD7 score by at least 4 since the start of treatment. In conjunction, neither PHQ9
or GAD7 scores could have increased by 6 or more or 4 or more, respectively
(threshold). A patient could have reliably improved, however still be at a level of
caseness for the PHQ9 or GAD7 measures. The measure of ‘Improvement’ is
recorded the same way as ‘Reliable Improvement’.



Reliable No change: Represents no reliable improvement or reliable deterioration of
PHQ9 or GAD7 scores. This is where there is no change of 6 or more in PHQ9
score, nor any changes of 4 or more in GAD7 score. The measure of ‘No Change’ is
recorded the same way as ‘Reliable No change’.
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Reliable Deterioration: Although uncommon, a patient may deteriorate in health,
which is a situation where a PHQ9 score increased by 6 or more, or a GAD7 score
has increased by 4 or more. In conjunction, neither PHQ9 or GAD7 scores could
have decreased by 6 or more, or 4 or more, respectively. Deterioration could show
that the treatment is at a detriment to the patient, or external factors are worsening
the condition of the patient throughout their treatment. The measure of
‘Deterioration’ is recorded the same way as ‘Reliable Deterioration’.

Recovery rates can impact the system from an economic and social perspective. A
recovered patient is assumed to no longer require further HI treatment and so would have
less of an impact on the NHS system, which is considered a non-cash releasing benefit.
There is also the social element, which can look at both the effects on the quality of life of a
recovered patient and the economic impact on the patient, such as employment and
education.
The PHQ9 and GAD7 scores for patients to assess recovery rates are recorded in the same
way by both the IAPT service and the Dr Julian platform, which makes the comparison like
for like. The full description of how these recovery rates are calculated can be found in
Appendix A.
QALY ASSOCIATED TO RECOVERY
QALY (Quality adjusted life years) are an important measure to assess the social impact of
the recovery outcomes of patients. As outlined in the methodology section NICE guidelines
allow a financial value of £20,000 to be given to one QALY.
NHS (SYSTEM) COST OF UNTREATED PATIENT: ANXIETY AND DEPRESSION.
Any patients untreated or not recovering or improving are considered to continue to have a
cost on the NHS system. A study from the Kingsfund (McCrone, et al., 2008) assesses the
NHS service cost of patients with moderate to severe depression and anxiety. This
assumes that an untreated patient is likely to cost the NHS more in not just IAPT and
psychiatric treatment but also across other areas of primary, secondary and community care
such as through increases in GP appointments, SSD (social services department) and nonpsychiatric inpatient. This is considered a non-cash releasing element.

47
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SOCIAL COST OF UNTREATED PATIENT: ANXIETY AND DEPRESSION.
Looking at the same study from the Kingsfund (McCrone, et al., 2008), a social element is
considered, where patients suffering with moderate to severe anxiety or depression are
more likely to have loss of earnings and education due to their condition.
Mortality rates during treatment have not been considered during this analysis. Although it is
possible that people die whilst receiving a course of treatment, the proportion will be
relatively insignificant and so has not been included as an outcome measure. Mortality rates
may be considered when approaching an analysis on more severe patients, such as those in
IAPT step 4.

2) Monetisation of outcomes
Each element listed in, ‘Approach and structuring of outcomes’, has been monetised to
value each benefit stream and assess the full impact of Dr Julian.
TREATMENT COSTS
As discussed, treatment costs are calculated as the average amount of appointments a
patient attends during their course of treatment, multiplied by the average cost of an
appointment. For this section, the average number of appointments have been broken down
by patient outcome following treatment.
BASELINE IAPT TREATMENT
IAPT data shows the average number of appointments a patient attended, broken down by
whether they reliably recovered, improved, did not change, or deteriorated. These are then
multiplied by the respective rates of outcomes to give the weighted mean average of
appointments attended per treatment completed.
One issue with the IAPT data set is that it does not split out the average appointments for HI
and LI treatment based on outcomes, however the overall average of only HI is provided,
which gives an indication as to, on average, how many more appointments HI treatment
incur. For example, given the mean amount of appointments attended of 8.6, and a mean
number of appointments attended for HI of 9.3, HI-only treatment has had an additional 8%
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more appointments. This is then applied to the number of appointments broken down by
outcome as a ‘HI Factor’ to bring the overall number of appointments per patient outcome,
more in line with if they were all through HI Treatment. There are cases where patients
receive both HI and LI during one course of treatment, however for the purposes of the
model, the average appointments for these patients have not been considered.
The cost of current IAPT appointments has been sourced from the PSSRU: Unit Costs of
Health and Social Care (PSSRU, 2019), which has been calculated as £96, per
appointment. For scenarios 1a and 1b: Provider level, a market force factor (MMF) has been
considered due to economical differences across differed geographies in the NHS (NHS
Digital, 2019) This is a common practice often used for commissioning data to more
accurately calculate costs within certain regions. Scenarios 2 and 3 look across much wider
areas and so an MFF has not been applied.
Applying each of the elements above, it is possible to calculate the average cost of
treatment for patients specific to the scenario selected. The below shows an example
calculation used for Oxleas NHS Foundation trust:


Average Number of HI Appointments per patient:



Cost per Appointment: £96.00



Underlying MFF: 109%

9.5

Average completed treatment cost for patients who go through the Oxleas NHS Foundation
trust IAPT service: 9.3* £96.00*109% = £973.15.
It is worth noting that the average number of HI appointments per patient varies considerably
across Providers, ranging from 2.0 – 13.6 which translates to the cost of treatment across
IAPT providers also differing considerably, and in most cases the service of care delivered.
The average number of HI appointments across the NHS is 7.1, which translates to total
treatment cost for patients of 7.1 * £96.00 = £681.60
DR JULIAN TREATMENT
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The cost of treatment to the NHS for Dr Julian therapy will be calculated in the same way as
IAPT services, however the cost per appointment is £60.00. The number of appointments
will also change based on the results from the Pilot sites. For example, across the four sites,
the average number of appointments per patient completing treatment was 10.27. The total
cost of treatment for a Dr Julian patient is therefore assumed as £615.98. The actual number
of appointments required per patient may differ per site, we have therefore applied an
optimism bias to this figure explained in section 3 Selection of Benefit / Cost Streams.
As Dr Julian offers a fixed cost to the NHS, and is not influenced by market force factors, the
MFF has not been applied to this figure based on the provider location.
PATIENTS DROPPING OUT
Both the current IAPT service and Dr Julian will have patients who begin treatment (based
on at least one treatment, excluding initial assessment appointment) however end up not
completing the full course and drop out. In this instance, these patients are still considered to
have a cost to the system, as they attended appointments. The cost of this treatment is
calculated in the same way as completed treatment; however, it considers the average
number of appointments attended before dropping out. Unfortunately, current public data
sources do not provide enough data to calculate the current amount of appointments
attended by drop out patients, and so data from the Dr Julian Study of 4.6 has been applied
to both Dr Julian patients and the current IAPT service. As this data only covers a fraction of
NHS patients, and optimism bias has been applied to both baseline and intervention figures.
In all cases of treatment costs, it is essential we apply an inflation rate to account for the
increase in prices for the service over time. Due to the healthcare nature of the treatment a
HSHC inflation rate has been applied to the 2019 figures for years 2020 – 2024 to give a
more accurate estimate of prices in the future.
HCHS Inflation rate up to 2016/17 then the new health inflation rate (New Health Services
Index using CPI), after 2017/18 the forecast is generated based on average of preceding
period (HM Treasury, 2019).
DNAS
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DNA rates have been widely recorded by provider and analysed by Public Health England
(2020).
The rates shown represent the proportion of all appointments booked that end in a DNA.
Where this figure is unavailable the national average of 10.45% has been used. The
average number of DNAs per person is therefore assumed as the total average
appointments per treatment multiplied by the DNA rate. Although data on DNA rates for drop
out patients may be considerably higher, this data is unavailable and so a standard DNA
rate has been applied for all patients.
The cost of a DNA for the baseline IAPT service is calculated as the cost of the appointment,
calculated as £96.00 multiplied by the MFF. The cost of a DNA for Dr Julian is calculated as
£60.00.
RECOVERY RATES
Recovery rates are an important measure of the effectiveness of a course of treatment. In
this study we have used the Reliable recovery, Reliable improvement, Reliable No
Change and Reliable Deterioration measures for patient outcomes. Patients who recover
or improve will, on average, have less impact on the NHS system and an increased quality
of life. To monetise recovery rates, NHS and Social measures have been calculated.
QALY ASSOCIATED TO RECOVERY
Mental health plays a large part to quality of life and therefore it is important to monetise the
impact Dr Julian could have from a Social perspective. Despite mental health becoming a
long-term priority for the NHS, there is a distinctive lack of research on linking mental health
conditions to quality of life, and more appropriately for health economics, QALY values.
For the purposes of the model, a study from NICE has been used (NICE, 2010). This study
suggests the impact of CBT on patients to those with no treatment saw a QALY difference of
0.09. It is therefore assumed that the social gain for patients who improve or recover
because of treatment is £20,000 * 0.09 = £1,800 per year. Conversely, a patient who
deteriorates in health is assumed to see a reduction in the quality of life and so this figure is
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applied negatively to this patient outcome. No change in patient outcomes following
treatment will result in no change to quality of life.
As it is not possible to account for what happens to a patient after treatment, the social
benefit of quality of life is only applied for one year. It is however possible that a patient will
have an improved quality of life for the remainder that they live, and so the true social gain of
successful treatment far surpasses the values used in this analysis.
It is recommended that further investigation is undertaken to gain a better understanding of
the link between mental health and QALYs. Due to the poor quality of evidence in this
instance, a large optimism bias has been applied to the QALY gain from improvement and
recovery.
NHS (SYSTEM) COST OF UNTREATED PATIENT: ANXIETY AND DEPRESSION.
The service cost for patients with Anxiety and Depression has been calculated by the Study
(McCrone, et al., 2008). This is commonly used to assess the cost of mental healthcare
across the NHS and the wider economic impact. For the purposes of this model, figures
relating to the Service Cost (£) per patient have been pulled from the report. In 2007 it was
calculated that the cost to the NHS for patients with depression or anxiety was £1,354.84
and £543.86 respectively. Further investigation into these figures, show additional costs
such as residential and medication applied, and so removing these, 2007 values of
£1,138.06 and £499.82 respectively have been used. Using a GDP inflation rate, these
figures have been increased up to 2019 which give NHS service costs for untreated
depression and anxiety per patient of £1,410.08 and £619.27.
Using the baseline IAPT data, the proportion of anxiety and depression patients can be
calculated and applied to the above figures to give an average system cost to the NHS. This
can be calculated by provider for scenario 1, STP (ICS) for scenario 2 and NHS for scenario
3. For example, the 2019 total NHS rate of depression for patients is 30.36% and rate for
anxiety is 69.64% and so the weighted NHS system cost is £859.34 per untreated patient.
An appropriate rate of inflation has then been applied for figures for years 2020 – 2024.
SOCIAL COST OF UNTREATED PATIENT: ANXIETY AND DEPRESSION.
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Similarly, to the above methodology, the same study and calculations have been applied,
however using figures for loss of earnings for patients, which is considered a non QALY
social element. The study has calculated 2007 loss of earnings for patients with anxiety or
depression to be £4,693.55 and £3,377.19 respectively giving a 2019 weighted cost of
earnings for an untreated patient of £4,679.51. An appropriate rate of inflation has then been
applied for figures for years 2020 – 2024.

3) Selection of Benefit Streams
The below benefit streams are those used within the model to assess the positive impact Dr
Julian could have from a health economic perspective, run for each of the scenarios:
1.1 REDUCED FACE TO FACE APPOINTMENTS
For the purposes of the model it is assumed all patients that go through the Dr Julian
service, would have normally gone through the baseline IAPT service of Face to Face
appointments and so the cost of face to face appointments in the IAPT service are no longer
required for these patients, representing a non-cash releasing benefit.
In some instances, however, the Dr Julian platform could be used to treat a large backlog of
patients sitting on waiting lists. In this instance, patients who would normally go through the
current treatment probably still will and additional patients will go through the Dr Julian
service or remain on the waiting list. This means that there will be no cash-releasing savings
for face to face appointments, and only the additional cost of Dr Julian patients. This has not
been considered in the model.
Both the cost of patients who finish treatment and the cost of those who drop out have been
considered. The calculation for this benefit stream is the following:
Total scenario population * Dr Julian engagement (%) * Scenario uptake year X (%) *
[(Baseline finish treatment rate * Baseline average appointments for finished
treatment * baseline cost per appointment (£) * MFF) +
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(Baseline dropout treatment rate * Baseline average appointments for dropout
patients * baseline cost per appointment (£) * MFF)].
An optimism bias of grade 1(+5%) has been applied to the finished treatment rate of
baseline IAPT patients due to the reliability of the dataset. For The cost of treatment for Dr
Julian is calculated in the subsequent cost section.
1.2 REDUCED DNAS
As the Dr Julian platform puts the control into the hands of the patient, it is expected that
there will be a reduction in DNAs compared to the current baseline IAPT service. To
calculate the benefit that Dr Julian has on DNAs the average cost of DNAs for the baseline
and for Dr Julian patients is calculated and the difference being the benefit. The calculation
for this benefit stream is the following:
Total scenario population * Dr Julian engagement (%) * Scenario uptake year X (%) *
[Average baseline DNA rate (%) * Baseline average appointments* baseline cost per
appointment (£) * MFF)] –
[Average Dr Julian DNA rate (%) * Dr Julian average appointments * Dr Julian cost
per appointment)]
An optimism bias of grade 1 (-5%) has been applied to the DNA rate of baseline IAPT
service and grade 2 (+10%) to the DNA rate of the Dr Julian service due to the reliability of
the data sources.
1.3 IMPROVED PATIENT OUTCOMES:
A) IMPROVED RECOVERY RATE (SOCIAL)
To assess the benefit of patient recovery, the QALY gained per patient who goes through
the Dr Julian service has been applied based on the difference in patient outcome (recovery,
improvement, no change and deterioration) rates of Dr Julian and the Baseline IAPT service.
The calculation is as follows:
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Total scenario population * Dr Julian engagement (%) * Scenario uptake year X (%) *
(Sum product of [difference between Dr Julian and Baseline patient outcomes] and
[QALY gained per outcome]) *
Value of QALY (£20,000)
In this instance it is assumed that the social QALY outcomes of patients who drop out is the
same as those who finish treatment due to a lack of data to split out the four outcome
measures. An optimism bias of grade 2 (-10%) has been applied to the difference between
the Dr Julian patient outcomes and baseline patient outcomes.
QALY values have been reduced by a grade 5 (-40%) to account for the unreliability of the
study used.
B) IMPROVED RECOVERY RATE (NHS)
Calculating the difference between the baseline and Dr Julian patients who do not recover or
improve is a means to measure the NHS benefit of recovered patients. The reduction in cost
of untreated patients is the benefit in this case. Of patients who finish treatment, both the
baseline and Dr Julian No change and deteriorated rates are used, with the difference being
the total patients who do not recover and therefore continue to have a service cost on the
NHS. That service cost has been calculated using the proportion of anxiety and depression
cases multiplied by the service cost of each (as discussed in section 5 NHS (system) cost of
untreated patient: anxiety and depression. It has been assumed that the proportion of
anxiety to depression patients for the Dr Julian patients matches that of the baseline as it is
comparing the same scenario population. The MFF has been applied to account for
healthcare cost differences in services across the NHS.
The calculation for this benefit stream is as follows:
Total scenario population * Dr Julian engagement (%) * Scenario uptake year X (%) *
[Baseline finished treatment rate*(Baseline patients who finished treatment with no
recovery rate% + deterioration rate%)] –
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[Dr Julian finish treatment rate* (Dr Julian patients who finished treatment with no
recovery rate% + deterioration rate%)] *
[Baseline depression rate * NHS cost of untreated depression + Baseline anxiety rate
* NHS cost of untreated anxiety)) * MFF]
An optimism bias of grade 2 (+/- 10%) has been applied to Dr Julian figures and grade 5 (40%) to the NHS costs of untreated patients.
1.4 REDUCTION IN TREATMENT DROPOUT RATES
Patients may drop out of treatment due to various reasons, however it is important to assess
whether those who do have recovered or are still suffering from a mental illness. As there is
a lack of data for baseline patients, on whether they dropped out as recovered or not, it is
assumed that the proportion of drop out patients who are not recovered for the baseline is
the same as Dr Julian patients. Due to the quality of the evidence base, a grade 2 optimism
bias of 10% has been applied to the figure of 94.4% from the Dr Julian study of patients who
dropped out and have not recovered. It has been applied so there is a 10% difference
between the Baseline and Dr Julian figures resulting in a baseline rate of 89.44% compared
to a Dr Julian rate of 99.44%. It is recommended that further studies are conducted to obtain
more reliable data on the baseline IAPT patients.
The social and NHS system benefit that Dr Julian could have is through the reduction in
overall patients who drop out of treatment and do not recover. This number is then
calculated by the social cost of an untreated patient to show the loss of earnings patients
endure through not recovering from a mental health illness. The same number of patients
are then multiplied by the NHS system cost of patients who have not recovered to show the
continued cost on the NHS.
The total additional number of patients who drop out and do not recover of the baseline
compared to Dr Julian is calculated as follows:
Total Scenario Population * Dr Julian engagement (%) * Scenario uptake year X (%)*
(Baseline dropout rate * Baseline dropout rate who do not recover) –
(Dr Julian dropout rate * Dr Julian dropout rate who do not recover)
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SOCIAL BENEFIT
The benefit here is the reduction in patients who drop out and do not recover, resulting in
less patients who would suffer loss of earnings as a result of continuing to live with a mental
health illness. The earnings lost per untreated patient have been calculated as the following.
[(Baseline depression rate * Loss of earning of untreated depression) + (Baseline
anxiety rate * Loss of earning of untreated anxiety) * MFF]
NHS SYSTEM BENEFIT
Like benefit stream 1.3b, the NHS system benefit is assuming a reduction in patients who
drop out and do not recover, therefore resulting in less NHS system cost in the future. This is
calculated as:
[(Baseline depression rate * NHS cost of untreated depression) + (Baseline anxiety
rate * NHS cost of untreated anxiety) * MFF]
An optimism bias of grade 2 (+/- 10%) has been applied to Dr Julian figures and grade 5 (40%) to the NHS and social costs of untreated patients.

4) Cost Streams:
The only recognised cost stream of Dr Julian is the cost for patient treatment, calculated as
number of appointments required for treatment multiplied by the cost per appointment. This
is because, in some cases, the cost of a full treatment of Dr Julian can sometimes surpass
the cost of the current baseline treatment. All other benefit streams are considered to always
remain positive.
Both the cost of patients who finish treatment and the cost of those who drop out have been
considered. The calculation for this benefit stream is the following:
Total Scenario Population * Dr Julian engagement (%) * Scenario uptake year X (%)*
[(Dr Julian finish treatment rate * Dr Julian Average appointments for finished
treatment * Cost per Dr Julian Appointment (£)) +
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(Dr Julian dropout treatment rate * Dr Julian Average appointments for dropout
patients * Cost per Dr Julian Appointment (£)]
An optimism bias of grade 2 (+/-10%) has been applied to the Finished treatment rate,
dropout rates and average number of appointments for treatment of Dr Julian patients due to
the reliability of the dataset.
The figures used to assess the effectiveness of Dr Julian will not differ by scenario as the
likelihood of differences has been considered using an optimism bias. The baseline IAPT
service data does provide differences in the current service for each of the considered
scenarios. The Table 9 outlines the key metrices and assumptions used for each scenario
which are the key comparative elements against Dr Julian.
Table 9: Dr Julian Key metrics for Modelling scenarios

Elements
Population
2020 population

Scenario 1a

Scenario 1b

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Oxleas

Lancashire

STP

NHS

Provider

Provider

STP

NHS

(IAPT/MHT)

(IAPT/MHT)

4,642

20,554

32,691

869,407

109.1%

95.5%

100%

100%

73.1%

70.1%

68.4%

considered for HI
Treatment
MFF (%)

Engagement rate (%) 72%
(Referred and
started treatment)
Completion of

44.8%

42.1%

52.5%

57.0%

Treatment (%)
Drop out (%)

55.2%

57.9%

47.5%

43.0%

Outcomes:

53%

49%

47%

49.5%

20%

14%

20%

19.0%

Reliable recovery:
Improvement/Reliable
improvement:
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Scenario 1a

Scenario 1b

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Oxleas

Lancashire

STP

NHS

No Change

22%

29%

27%

25.7%

Deterioration:

5%

8%

6%

5.8%

Number of

9.3

7.1

8.0

7.1

4.6

4.6

4.6

4.6

DNA Rate (%)

10.5%

14.1%

11.00%

11.00%

Anxiety to Depression

74.5 : 25.5

72.2: 27.8

68.5 : 31.5

69.6 : 30.4

Completed HI
Treatment
Appointments
Number of Dropout
treatment
appointments

Ratio
In addition to the individual assumption optimism bias confidence grades applied a further
grade – 3 (15%) rate has been applied to the final nominal benefits and cost streams before
inflation and discount rates applied. For scenario 3: NHS, this optimism bias has been
applied twice due to the uncertainty around outcomes on such a wide scale.

5) Sensitivity distribution
For the purposes of the sensitivity analysis a triangular distribution has been applied with the
lower and upper ranges estimated at +/- 25%. In cases where the assumption is a
percentage, and where the upper range could exceed 100%, the range is capped, and the
same proportion applied to the lower range to maintain an even triangular distribution.
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Cost -Benefit Model Findings
Summary of Results
The following section provides an overview of the findings of our modelling, based on the
assumptions, cost and benefit streams outlined in the previous section.
Results have been categorised into the following types of benefits with the benefit stream for
each listed below:

1) NHS non-cash releasing
Reduced Face to Face Appointment Costs
Reduced DNAs
Improved Recovery Rate (NHS)
Reduction in Treatment Dropout rates (NHS)

2) Social QALY
Improved Recovery Rate (Social)

3) Non-Social QALY
Reduction in Treatment Dropout rates (Social)
TABLE OF RESULTS
The below Table 10 summarise the results of the Dr Julian scenario analysis for the Oxleas
and Lancashire providers, Our Healthier South East London ICS (STP) and the wider NHS.
All results include social outcomes.
Table 10: Dr Julian Key results

60
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Dr Julian
2021

2022

2023

2024

5-Year NPV
(2020-2024)

Dr Julian - scenario 1a – Oxleas
£0.29
Net Benefit
1 : 3.36
Cost:Benefit Ratio

£0.61
1 : 3.36

£0.97
1 : 3.36

£1.20
1 : 3.36

£1.47
1 : 3.36

£4.31
1 : 3.54

Dr Julian - scenario 1b - Lancashire
£1.26
Net Benefit
1 : 3.32
Cost:Benefit Ratio

£2.67
1 : 3.32

£4.20
1 : 3.32

£5.22
1 : 3.32

£6.40
1 : 3.32

£18.77
1 : 3.50

Dr Julian - scenario 2 - STP
Net Benefit
Cost:Benefit Ratio

£1.47
1 : 3.27

£3.11
1 : 3.27

£6.54
1 : 3.27

£10.44
1 : 3.27

£14.92
1 : 3.27

£34.60
1 : 3.46

Dr Julian - scenario 3 - NHS
Net Benefit
Cost:Benefit Ratio

£15.40
1 : 2.66

£32.61
1 : 2.66

£68.60
1 : 2.66

£127.92
1 : 2.66

£195.88
1 : 2.66

£421.13
1 : 2.83

Figures in (£m)

In Year
2020

In all scenario cases the net in-year benefit and 5-year NPV are positive. Note that the NHS
Cost:Benefit ratio is the lowest of each scenario due to a more stringent approach taken
when analysing the outcome measures. This is due to the wider uncertainty of the scenario
compared to scenarios 1 and 2.
It is worth noting that the in-Year Cost: Benefit ratio remains the same as benefits and costs
rise in line with the same inflationary measures. NPV appears higher as the discount rate
applied to economic costs are greater than those applied to social outcomes, as patients are
expected to value social benefits with regards to quality of life, greater than economical
ones.
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2. Scenario Results
SCENARIO 1A – OXLEAS NHS FOUNDATION TRUST
Taking the costs and benefits specified into account, the following return on overall
investment can be seen for Oxleas NHS Foundation trust.
Table 11: Scenario 1a results

Dr Julian - scenario 1 - Provider
Figures in (£m)

OXLEAS NHS FOUNDATION TRUST
In Year
2020
2021
2022
2023

5-Year NPV
2024

(2020-2024)

Benefits
NHS non-cash releasing
Social non QALY
Social QALY
Total Benefits

£0.22
£0.20
£0.01
£0.42

£0.47
£0.42
£0.01
£0.90

£0.74
£0.66
£0.02
£1.42

£0.91
£0.83
£0.02
£1.76

£1.12
£1.01
£0.03
£2.16

£3.21
£2.90
£0.08
£6.18

Costs

£0.12

£0.26

£0.41

£0.51

£0.62

£1.70

Net Benefit (Ex Social)
Net Benefit

£0.10
£0.30

£0.21
£0.64

£0.33
£1.01

£0.40
£1.25

£0.50
£1.53

£1.51
£4.49

1 : 1.80
1 : 3.46

1 : 1.80
1 : 3.46

1 : 1.80
1 : 3.46

1 : 1.80
1 : 3.46

1 : 1.80
1 : 3.46

1 : 1.89
1 : 3.64

Cost : Benefit Ratio (Ex Social)
Cost : Benefit Ratio

Most of the benefits are NHS Non-cash releasing. To put into context, the current IAPT
service at Oxleas has a 53% recovery rate (above the 49.5% NHS Average) and 20%
improvement rate with patients on average receiving 9.3 number of appointments per course
of treatment (7.1 NHS Average). In addition, this provider has an MFF of 109% due to its
location. The cost of Dr Julian treatment is therefore lower, providing a NHS non-cash
releasing saving, with social non-QALY also positive as patient outcomes improve slightly
after applying an optimism bias to the figures. Social QALY outcomes remain around the
same due to similar proportion of patients deteriorating and a similar drop-out rates.
The total NPV Cost: Benefit ratio shows for every £1 spent, a return on investment (ROI) of
£1.89 when excluding social benefits. Due to the nature of Mental Health, it is expected that
a large proportion of benefits arise from social aspects, which is why the overall 5-year ROI
of £3.64 is more applicable.
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SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 1A - OXLEAS NHS FOUNDATION TRUST
A sensitivity analysis to investigate the NPV over 5 years has been processed. This shows
that overall NPV including social benefits could vary between £3.57m and £5.52m at the
90% confidence level. Even towards the lower end of the results, the NPV remains positive,
suggesting that, with the evidence given, it is still likely that in this scenario, Dr Julian will
have a positive economic impact. The benefits presented in the table above, however, are
the most likely scenario.
Figure 9: Dr Julian scenario 1a Sensitivity analysis

SCENARIO 1B - LANCASHIRE CARE NHS FOUNDATION TRUST
Taking the costs and benefits specified into account, the following return on overall
investment can be seen for Lancashire care NHS Foundation trust.
Table 12: Scenario 1b results
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Dr Julian - scenario 1 - Provider
Figures in (£m)
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LANCASHIRE CARE NHS FOUNDATION TRUST
In Year
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024

5-Year NPV
(2020-2024)

Benefits
NHS non-cash releasing
Social non QALY
Social QALY
Total Benefits

£0.78
£0.96
£0.12
£1.86

£1.66
£2.03
£0.24
£3.93

£2.61
£3.21
£0.38
£6.20

£3.24
£4.00
£0.47
£7.71

£3.97
£4.90
£0.56
£9.44

£11.39
£14.03
£1.68
£27.10

Costs

£0.54

£1.15

£1.81

£2.25

£2.76

£7.52

Net Benefit (Ex Social)
Net Benefit

£0.24
£1.32

£0.51
£2.78

£0.80
£4.39

£0.99
£5.45

£1.22
£6.68

£3.88
£19.58

1 : 1.44
1 : 3.43

1 : 1.44
1 : 3.42

1 : 1.44
1 : 3.42

1 : 1.44
1 : 3.42

1 : 1.44
1 : 3.42

1 : 1.52
1 : 3.61

Cost : Benefit Ratio (Ex Social)
Cost : Benefit Ratio

Most of the benefits are Social. To put into context, the current IAPT service at Lancashire
has a 49% recovery rate (below the 49.5% NHS Average), and a 14% improvement rate,
with patients on average receiving around the same number of appointments per course of
treatment as the NHS (7.1). The MFF within this area is 95% which also contributes to the
overall lower total treatment cost of the current. Despite this the cost of Dr Julian treatment
remains lower than the average in this case, however does not contribute as much as
scenario 1a to the total net benefit. It is also worth noting that the DNA rate for the current
service is substantially higher than the NHS average at 14.1%, which, in turn translates to a
greater non-cash releasing saving when using Dr Julian. Social non-QALY and QALY
outcomes, on the other hand, provide most of the benefit realised due to the potential
positive impact Dr Julian could have on the poor patient outcomes seen in the current IAPT
service.
The total NPV Cost: Benefit ratio shows for every £1 spent, a return of £1.52 when excluding
social benefits. Social benefits account for the majority of the return for this scenario, which
is why the overall 5-year ROI of £3.61 brings the total returns almost equal to scenario 1a
Oxleas.
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SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 1B - LANCASHIRE CARE NHS FOUNDATION TRUST

The sensitivity analysis to investigate the net present value (NPV) over 5 years
shows that overall NPV including social benefits could vary between £15.91m and
£24.24m at the 90% confidence level. Even towards the lower end of the results, the
NPV remains positive, suggesting that, with the evidence given, it is still very likely
that in this scenario, Dr Julian will have a positive economic impact. The benefits
presented in the table above, however, are the most likely scenario.
Figure 10: Dr Julian scenario 1b Sensitivity analysis

SCENARIO 2 - OUR HEALTHIER SOUTH EAST LONDON ICS

Taking the costs and benefits specified into account, the following return on overall
investment can be seen for the Out Healthier South East London ICS.
Table 13: Scenario 2 results
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Figures in (£m)

Our Healthier South East London ICS
In Year
2020
2021
2022
2023

2024

(2020-2024)

Benefits
NHS non-cash releasing
Social non QALY
Social QALY
Total Benefits

£0.98
£1.10
£0.09
£2.17

£2.09
£2.33
£0.18
£4.60

£4.39
£4.90
£0.38
£9.67

£7.02
£7.84
£0.59
£15.45

£10.02
£11.22
£0.84
£22.07

£22.66
£25.32
£1.96
£49.94

Costs

£0.65

£1.37

£2.88

£4.60

£6.58

£14.06

Net Benefit (Ex Social)
Net Benefit

£0.34
£1.52

£0.72
£3.23

£1.51
£6.79

£2.41
£10.84

£3.44
£15.50

£8.61
£35.89

Cost : Benefit Ratio (Ex Social)
Cost : Benefit Ratio

1 : 1.52
1 : 3.36

1 : 1.52
1 : 3.35

1 : 1.52
1 : 3.35

1 : 1.52
1 : 3.35

1 : 1.52
1 : 3.36

1 : 1.61
1 : 3.55

5-Year NPV

As scenario 2 considers a wider patch, which covers multiple providers, the net benefit is
higher than that in scenarios 1a and 1b. Non-cash releasing and Social benefits are broadly
similar, however significantly increasing year-on-year due to the spread assumptions used.
The total NPV Cost: Benefit ratio shows for every £1 spent, a return of £1.61 when excluding
social benefits. This is somewhere in the middle of both scenario 1a and 1b, as it represents
a larger sample of patients over a larger geographical patch, accounting for variabilities of
services within the area. The overall, 5-year ROI of £3.55 is also very similar.

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 2 - OUR HEALTHIER SOUTH EAST LONDON ICS

The sensitivity analysis to investigate the net present value (NPV) over 5 years
shows that overall NPV including social benefits could vary between £28.26m and
44.93 at the 90% confidence level.
Figure 11: Dr Julian scenario 2 Sensitivity analysis
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SCENARIO 3 - NHS
Taking the costs and benefits specified into account, the following return on overall
investment can be seen for the NHS.
Table 14: Scenario 3 results
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Dr Julian - scenario 3 - NHS

5-Year NPV

Figures in (£m)

In Year
2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

(2020-2024)

Benefits
NHS non-cash releasing
Social non QALY
Social QALY
Total Benefits

£11.57
£12.19
£0.89
£24.65

£24.54
£25.83
£1.85
£52.22

£51.60
£54.40
£3.83
£109.84

£96.18
£101.56
£7.05
£204.79

£147.22
£155.68
£10.63
£313.54

£305.82
£322.95
£22.84
£651.61

Costs

£9.25

£19.61

£41.24

£76.86

£117.66

£230.48

Net Benefit (Ex Social)
Net Benefit

£2.32
£15.40

£4.93
£32.61

£10.36
£68.60

£19.32
£127.92

£29.57
£195.88

£75.34
£421.13

Cost : Benefit Ratio (Ex Social)
Cost : Benefit Ratio

1 : 1.25
1 : 2.66

1 : 1.25
1 : 2.66

1 : 1.25
1 : 2.66

1 : 1.25
1 : 2.66

1 : 1.25
1 : 2.66

1 : 1.33
1 : 2.83

Scenario 3 assess the impact Dr Julian could have across the wider NHS. Despite stringent
spread assumptions, and an additional optimism bias applied, the first in-year net benefits
(ex-social) are almost £2.3m. Looking at the overall treatment cost of the NHS compared to
Dr Julian, the different per patient is not significant. On average the total treatment cost of
the NHS is around £680 (based on 7.1 appointments), with Dr Julian £618 (based on 10.3
appointment). And so, without applying any optimism bias the total treatment saving per
patient is £62. The true non-cash releasing saving occur firstly, in dropout rates, where the
NHS sees more patients dropping out, not recovering, and therefore costing the system, and
secondly, the reduction in DNAs.
The average DNA rate for the NHS is 11.0% compared to Dr Julian which is less than half
this at 5.4%. This benefit stream provides greater justification to using the Dr Julian service
as DNAs cost less and the rate is lower.
An additional prudency has been applied in scenario 3, due to the uncertainty of the data
which has resulted in a reduction of the cost benefit ratio. Despite more stringent measures,
the 5-year ROI remains positive at £1.33, more than doubling to £2.83 when considering
social benefits.
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 3
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The sensitivity analysis to investigate the net present value (NPV) over 5 years shows that
overall NPV including social benefits could vary between £326.19m and £523.24 at the 90%
confidence level.
Figure 12: Dr Julian scenario 3 Sensitivity analysis
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Discussion, Limitations and Suggestions
Insights
1) Social benefits
In each scenario, social benefits account for around half of the total benefits received, which
is as expected due to the nature of mental health interventions having a large impact on
social gain as well as wider economics gains. The main social benefits are, improvement in
quality of life, through increased recovery rates, represented as QALYs, and a reduction in
loss of earnings. As expected, the full benefits for scenario 1a -Oxleas are mostly non-cash
releasing, as the current service provides relatively positive social outcomes for patients due
to a greater number of appointments per treatment. Scenario 2b – Lancashire however,
where current patient service outcomes are relatively poor, most of the total benefit of Dr
Julian will be social. This is also since the current number of appointments per treatment
relatively low, resulting in the relative cost of Dr Julian being higher than scenario 1a. These
results are inline the expected NHS and Social impact of Dr Julian and how they will vary
depending on the current service provisions, treatment duration and patient outcomes.
This being the case, it would be more meaningful to view the impact of Dr Julian across a
health and social care system, such as an STP or ICS, rather than just a stand alone IAPT
provider. The model itself has been created, so that the system benefits can be switched off
at Provider level to show costs and benefits directly linked to the IAPT service, rather than
including the additional wider NHS system benefits. This feature could be useful from a
budgeting perspective at IAPT Provider level.

2) Broader Patient Population/ Key Population Group
Dr Julian require no fixed costs implementation or spread across the NHS, which means
costs are based on volumes of patients who use the service through appointment costs. This
variable cost means that the impact it could have is based on the state of the current
service.
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IAPT services which are currently offering high volumes of appointments per course of
treatment, with relatively good patient outcomes appear to already have enough resources
to service the population. In this instance there may be limitation to the social impact that Dr
Julian could have, however there may be financial gains be seen through the reduced cost
of a full course of treatment through Dr Julian, assuming there are patients who are happy to
choose online therapy over Face to Face. On the other hand, given a current IAPT service
which only has enough resources for a small amount of appointments per course of
treatment, the financial cost of using the Dr Julian would most likely increase due to the
higher amount of appointments patients will go through, however from a social perspective,
patient outcomes would probably be far greater due to an increase in recovery rates.

3) Qualitative impact
In this study, there was no scope for qualitative feedback from patients or
professional/clinical staff to provide further context to the acceptance and impact of the Dr
Julian platform on the existing IAPT service. Future qualitative research and study could
provide greater insight and real-world validation the enhance the analysis going forward.

2. Limitations and Caveats
1) Data collection/ Limited data around pathway assumptions
The current Dr Julian results are based on a study of n=244 patients across four mental
health providers which provides a reasonable sample size and geographical spread,
however the volume of patients who finished treatment with the platform was only n=69, with
n=61 of these at caseness before or after treatment, and so used in the outcomes measure.
The time period for which the data was collected was from October 2018, however most
patients at caseness (n=27) began treatment from August 2019. Ideally the data will show
patients treatment evenly distributed throughout the year to account for any seasonal
difference in patient outcomes.
The IAPT data set provided us mostly with like-for-like data to the Dr Julian study, however
in some instances such as the recovery rates of drop out patients and the true figure of
number of appointments for patients who have received any type of HI treatment, the data
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was manipulated and assumptions were made. Future studies should collect baseline data
directly from the IAPT service for a more robust comparison.

2) Population/ Quantification of existing population
Patient population figures have been based on the previous number of patients who have
been referred to the current IAPT service. The true population of people across the England
who suffer from a mental health illness and require step 3 IAPT treatment could be
substantially higher. Barriers to entry into the service such that effect minority groups, or
those who feel stigma around mental health, may choose to not access the service. Dr
Julian may help address these barriers, which means the target population used in this
model may be far greater if patients felt the service was more accessible to them. This would
require further investigation before any real conclusions can be made.
It was decided that baseline data up to 23 March 2020 was used due to the government
measure to implement social distancing as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. These
measures could have a great impact, not only on the way patients access the current IAPT
service, but also the number of patients who may require HI treatment. The future target
population used in this model has been calculated using previous year referrals, however it
is likely that the actual figure in the future would be far greater.

3) Inclusion of Implementation Costs
Although it has been stated that the costs of Dr Julian would only be the cost per
appointment, a time cost to get the systems and staff of current IAPT service up and running
could be included in the analysis.

4) Conservative approach and optimism bias
The IAPT data sets used provide reliable figures of past patient outcomes and experiences
for comparison, however historic data cannot always predict the future accurately and a
degree of error will always be necessary to take into consideration. For the purposes of this
model a Grade-1 confidence level has been applied to all data driven from the NHS digital
IAPT dataset which. This improves all economic and social assumptions by 5% before
comparing them to the Dr Julian figures.
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Dr Julian data has had a grade-2 confidence level (+/-10%) applied due to the reliability of
the studies. This has resulted in a reduction of 10% to all social and economic outcomes of
the Dr Julian pathway. A grade 1 optimism bias level (+/- 5%) would require an RCT study or
equivalent across a broader time period with a greater number of patients.
Where there has been gaps in the analysis such as the general uptake of online
consultations, and the QALY value of improved mental health, a grade 5 confidence rating
has been applied due to the un-reliability of the data. This reduces impact measures by
40%, which brings some impact measures and patient uptake percentage of Dr Julian down
considerably. If more reliable studies could be sourced or conducted, then this confidence
grading can be improved, and the results of the model be made more accurate.

5) Broader limitations
1) Patients experience
Although not every Provider or STP (ICS) scenario has been modelled in this analysis, in
some instances, the total cost of treatment of Dr Julian is greater than that of the current
baseline IAPT service, which results in a negative benefit to cost ratio when excluding social
benefits. This is the reality in certain cases, as some services look to push through patients
with a relatively low volume of appointments in order to receive the commissioning required
per patient for the treatment. Although this results in a relatively lower cost of treatment per
patient, the wider system cost is greater as in most cases the recovery and effectiveness of
the treatment is reduced as a result of less appointments. Due to variations in services, the
patient experience should be considered to contextualise each IAPT service and assess the
impact of Dr Julian on a case by case basis.
Qualitative studies can provide an insight into patient experience and assess reasons why a
service may not be performing as well as expected. It may also give insight into how the
service performs for certain population groups. Equally, it could also provide valuable data
as to how a current service may be treating patients more successfully without the
requirement for high volumes of appointments per course of treatment.

2) Implementation requirements
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In this study the assumption is that Dr Julian will be suitable for a maximum of 80% of all
IAPT providers. This is, however loosely based on the assumption that the majority of
providers will have the necessary technology, staff and acceptance of such a platform. It is
however worth noting that many providers may already have in place an alternative online
consultation platform, such as the way in which GP consultations are conducted. Equally
there has been no data or feedback collected on the way in which Dr Julian has been
implemented at the current four sites which could provide insight to how it may be spread
across other IAPT providers in the future. It has been assumed that there will be no cost to
the NHS with regards to implementation, such as software, training and maintenance costs,
however it may take up staff time, or require additional staff to administer during use, which
could provider additional indirect cost to the NHS. This is an area that should be explored
further to help understand the potential of spread across the wider NHS.

Suggestions
Below outline some suggestions based on the Dr Julian study that can help shape the next
steps for the intervention model and improve data collection and the assumptions made in
this report.

1) Evaluation strategy
IMPROVING DATA COLLECTION ON BASELINE
The social QALY outcome in the analysis represents a very small proportion of the overall
benefit seen, however in theory it should have a far greater influence on the overall
outcomes. Unfortunately, there are not enough reliable studies available to assess the link
between QALY utility values and mental health issues. It is strongly advised that this
outcome measure is investigated further, and revised assumptions are made.
The current baseline data source from NHS digital provides enough information to create a
detailed analysis of the current state of the IAPT service however it is limited in that patient
data is aggregated. There are also many gaps for which data from literature review and
external studies have had to be incorporated into the model. The below table 15 highlights
where assumptions have been made due to the unavailability of exact figures:
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Table 15: Assumption breakdown

Metrics
Suitability and
engagement of
patients

Breakdown
Patients eligible for High intensity
(HI) treatment
Engagement rate (of HI Patients)
Finish Treatment Rate (Of HI
patients)

% of patients who
finish treatment

Mean Total
Appointments
required to finish
treatment

Drop-Outs

DNA/Cancellations
per patient

Current assumption
54.2% (Proportion of patients who have
ended referral on HI Treatment Assumed suitable)
68.4% (Proportion of referrals who have
had at least 1 treatment) - Currently
includes HI and LI
57% (of patients who are engaged,
proportion of those who finish course of
treatment) - Currently includes HI and LI

HI Treatment patients’ outcomes:
Reliable recovery
HI Treatment patients’ outcomes:
Improvement
HI Treatment patients’ outcomes:
No change
HI Treatment patients’ outcomes:
Deterioration
HI Treatment patients’ outcomes:
Reliable recovery

All patients (HI and LI): 49.5% (Total
NHS)
All patients (HI and LI): 19% (Total NHS)

HI Treatment patients’ outcomes:
Improvement
HI Treatment patients’ outcomes:
No change
HI Treatment patients’ outcomes:
Deterioration
% of patients who drop out after
starting treatment (have had 1st
appointment) – HI patient
breakdown.
Average number of appointments
attended before dropping out
% of drop out patients who have
not recovered
Number of DNAs per HI patient
treated
Number of DNAs per HI patient
drop out

7.7

All patients (HI and LI): 25.7% (Total
NHS)
All patients (HI and LI): 5.8% (Total NHS)
NHS mean HI treatments are 118% than
mean total and so this factor is
multiplied by the mean breakdown of
appointments per patient outcome: 7.9

5.8
6.2
43%

no data – Used Dr Julian study
assumptions
no data – Used Dr Julian study
assumptions
10.98% - Based on all patients, not split
by HI.
10.98% - Based on all patients, not split
by HI or whether patients have dropped
out.
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The majority of the above is data around pulling out data, just on HI patients as this is
expected to differ from that of LI patients. Obtaining more up to date figures will help improve
the validity of the Dr Julian study and strengthen the impact results.
Although the social and economic impact of a reduction in waiting times was not included as
a metric in the cost-benefit model, it may be worth gathering more baseline figures on
waiting times from high intensity treatment within the current IAPT service. The data set
available currently does not distinguish between low and high intensity waiting times.
Although waiting times may be used as a measure to show capacity and flow for a service,
rather than as a measure for economic and social benefit.
GATHERING DATA ON UPTAKE AND ACCESSABILITY OF DR JULIAN
Assumptions made within this analysis have been based on the data available, and many of
the external studies used are not recent enough to build any strong conclusions around.
Because of this, large confidence bias ratings have been used to minimise the benefits
realised in the modelling. To assess the true impact of the Dr Julian platform it is important
to grasp a better understanding on the potential population suited for the service. The three
key areas for which more data is required are:
4) Connectivity: Currently 93%, based on the proportion of the whole of the UK who
have a high-speed broadband connection. It is suggested that more data focused on
the proportion of the population have suitable technology to access an online
consultation platform such as Dr Julian.
5) Clinical Suitability: the figure of 99% has been taken from clinical judgement from
health professionals who work for the Dr Julian service. No data has been collected
outlining the key features that will affect the clinical suitability, which would enable a
profile analysis to be conducted to assess the true suitability of online consultations
for patients.
6) Patient Choice: The current measure of 52.8% is based on a study over 7 years old,
which is why a grade 5 (-40%) optimism bias has been applied. It may be possible to
obtain this data from the current Dr Julian pilot sites. Where patients are given the
choice, providers should be able to record whether patients would prefer to use usual
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face to face means of treatment or are happy to be referred to the Dr Julian online
platform.

2) Business model
Further data may help provide an insight into the acceptance and demand of DR Julian and
help assess the potential future demand for the service. Data collected from the current sites
have helped shape the model from a patient outcomes perspective, however gathering data
on revenues for the business itself, and how much commission is charged by each therapist,
could help the way in which pricing and costs and structured in the future.
Analysing the potential future demand can also help account for the number of therapists are
required so patients are still able to receive the same therapy and go through the same
experience as the current Dr Julian service. Further analysis on the demographics of an
IAPT service may also help profile patients from a cultural and ethnicity perspective, for
which appropriate therapists can then be offered, to help break down any cultural barriers.
This would be particularly important for areas with high volumes of non-English speaking
patients who may struggle to use the current service.
It could be worth exploring patient groups and demographics who may be more susceptible
to having a mental health issue following self-isolation, such as students or adults who live
alone. This may present an opportunity outside the NHS, for use within Universities, private
care homes and private firms, who wish to offer welfare to their employees.

3) Commercial approach
As a result of the Covid-19 outbreak, there has been an acceleration in the adoption of
digital therapies to reduce face to face appointments across primary care, which is now
being pushed across secondary care also. The Dr Julian platform could offer a solution to
this change, as well as assist in clearing any backlog of patients who are waiting for
treatment. As Dr Julian is a platform, it could be suitable for existing NHS therapists, which
could help manage the ever-increasing demand on the service by providing flexibility for
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IAPT providers to deliver care in multiple ways. The range of expertise of existing therapists
on the Dr Julian platform could provide scope to offer tailored services such as maternity
and perinatal support, ensuring some of the most vulnerable groups of the patient population
have access to the treatment they may need.
In cases where the current IAPT service is already stretched and only offering a limited
amount of appointments for patients, it may be that the Dr Julian service is implemented
however capped at a certain amount of appointments to keep the overall cost of treatment
down. A generic number of appointments an IAPT service would offer, tends to be capped at
8, and so given that this translates to the same amount of Dr Julian appointments, the
average cost of patient treatment would be £60 * 8 = £480. Given the results of the data
from the current four sites, the average number of appointments is currently 10.3, which
means limiting treatment to 8 appointments may influence the expected Dr Julian recovery
rates.
Patient demand and costing data can be used to assist in creating not just health economic
models but also assist in business modelling. Data that has been collected during this study
could support the analysis of financial forecasting and planning.
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Conclusion / Concluding remarks
Across all four scenarios, the use of Dr Julian returns a positive ROI. At prover level, the
two scenarios returned strong positive returns, it is recommended that the impact Dr Julian
could have on other providers, is considered on a case by case basis. This is mostly down to
the difference in current service provisions and capacity across providers, which could
influence the impact Dr Julian could have. Services with poor patient outcomes could see
mostly social gains, where those who are able to offer a relatively high number of
appointments per treatment, could see more NHS Non-cash releasing savings, and cheaper
overall treatment costs due to the fixed cost per appointment with Dr Julian.
The benefits of using the Dr Julian platform within an IAPT service in this analysis is seen at
patient level, for which most of the benefit is social. Unfortunately, further analysis and
research is required to assess the true extent to which Dr Julian could improve patients from
a social perspective, using utility measures such as QALYs. Obtaining data to where there
are current gaps in the assumptions could strengthen the model and improve the validity of
the results. A more detailed population health study could present greater insight to patient
groups who are more vulnerable, for which Dr Julian could have a greater impact on, such
as young adults and students. From a commercial perspective, there is value in exploring
further outside the NHS for which the platform currently operates, however the situation
following the COVID-19 pandemic presents an opportunity that cannot be ignored. The
flexibility of the platform and range of expertise of therapists can be utilised to reach
vulnerable patient groups and improve the capacity of an existing IAPT service. As a
commercial offering, the platform could be used within a private setting, such as Universities,
private firms and private care homes.
It is important to remember that this analysis only gives one answer to how Dr Julian can
impact the NHS and so it important to consider further costs and benefits for future study.
Qualitative research will contextualise findings in this analysis, as well as provide further
answers to the question of ‘where could Dr Julian best fit in the NHS?’.
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Appendix
Appendix A
Improving Access to Psychological Therapies (IAPT): Metadata for 2018-19 annual
publication.
Extract from Table 1: Metadata for measures contained in psych-ther-ann-rep-csv2018-19-main-csv:
CSV field name

Description of measure

Technical construction

Additional notes

CountImprove
ment

Count of referrals that
finished a course of
treatment (end date in
the year and having a
minimum of two attended
treatment appointments
during the referral)
where the service user
showed reliable
improvement.

Count of distinct
IC_PATHWAY_ID
where
ENDDATE is within the period
and
IC_COMPLETED_TREATMENT_
FLAG = "Y"
and
IC_RELIABLE_IMPROV_FLAG =
'Y'

Equivalent of Improvement in
IAPT Monthly Activity Data File
CSV.

Count of referrals that
finished a course of
treatment (end date in
the year and a minimum
of two attended treatment
appointments during the
referral) that show no
reliable change.

Count of distinct
IC_PATHWAY_ID
where
ENDDATE is within the period
and
IC_COMPLETED_TREATMENT_
FLAG = "Y"
and IC_NO_CHANGE_FLAG =
'Y'

Equivalent of NoReliableChange
in IAPT Monthly Activity Data File
CSV.

Count of referrals that
finished a course of
treatment (end date in
the year and a minimum
of two attended treatment
appointments during the
referral) that show
reliable deterioration.

Count of distinct
IC_PATHWAY_ID
where
ENDDATE is within the period
and
IC_COMPLETED_TREATMENT_
FLAG = "Y"
and
IC_RELIABLE_DETER_FLAG =
'Y'

Equivalent of Deterioration in
IAPT Monthly Activity Data File
CSV.

CountNoReliab
leChange

CountDeteriora
tion

Published as measure "Reliably
improved" in Table 7a of the 201617 annual IAPT report.
This measure is the numerator for
reliable improvement rates (see
measure
PercentageImprovement).

Published as measure "No reliable
change" in Table 7a of the 201617 annual IAPT report.

Published as measure "Reliably
deteriorated" in Table 7a of the
2016-17 annual IAPT report.
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CSV field name

Description of measure

Technical construction

Additional notes

CountRecovery

Count of referrals that
finished a course of
treatment (end date in
the year and a minimum
of two attended treatment
appointments during the
referral) where the
service user has moved
to recovery.

Count of distinct
IC_PATHWAY_ID
where
ENDDATE is within the period
and
IC_COMPLETED_TREATMENT_
FLAG = "Y"
and IC_RECOVERY_FLAG =
'Y'

Equivalent of Recovered in IAPT
Monthly Activity Data File CSV.
Published as measure "Moved to
recovery" in Table 7a of the 201617 annual IAPT report.
This measure is the numerator for
recovery rates (see measure
PercentageRecovery).
For a full explanation of clinical
caseness, see the 'Guide to IAPT
data and publications' available
from
http://www.digital.nhs.uk/iaptreport
s.

CountReliable
Recovery

Count of referrals that
finished a course of
treatment (end date in
the year and a minimum
of two attended treatment
appointments during the
referral) where the
service user showed
reliable recovery (has
moved to recovery and
showed reliable
improvement).

Count of distinct
IC_PATHWAY_ID
where
ENDDATE is within the period
and
IC_COMPLETED_TREATMENT_
FLAG = "Y"
and IC_LAST_PHQ9 is not null
and IC_LAST_ADSM_SCORE is
not null
and ( (IC_FIRST_PHQ9 IC_LAST_PHQ9 > reliable
improvement threshold)
or
(IC_FIRST_ADSM_SCORE IC_LAST_ADSM_SCORE >
reliable improvement threshold)
)
and ( (IC_FIRST_PHQ9 IC_LAST_PHQ9 not < reliable
deterioration threshold)
and
(IC_FIRST_ADSM_SCORE IC_LAST_ADSM_SCORE not <
reliable deterioration threshold)
)
and (IC_FIRST_PHQ9 at
caseness or
IC_FIRST_ADSM_SCORE at
caseness)
and IC_LAST_PHQ9 and
IC_LAST_ADSM_SCORE not at
caseness

Equivalent of ReliableRecovery in
IAPT Monthly Activity Data File
CSV.
Published as measure "Reliably
recovered" in Table 7a of the
2016-17 annual IAPT report.
This measure is the numerator for
reliable recovery rates (see
measure
PercentReliableRecovery).
For a full explanation of clinical
caseness, see the 'Guide to IAPT
data and publications' available
from
http://www.digital.nhs.uk/iaptreport
s.
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Extract from Table 5: Metadata for derived data fields used in annual reporting:

Name

Field Description

Calculation

Format

IC_RECOVERY
_FLAG

Flag to indicate
whether the referral
has recovered.

Flag as 'Y' to indicate where a referral has met the
below criteria (and therefore has moved to recovery),
otherwise NULL, where:
- The referral has ended in the annual reporting
period and
- The referral has completed a course of treatment
(IC_COMPLETED_TREATMENT_FLAG = 'Y') and
- The referral has paired PHQ9 measures
(IC_LAST_PHQ9 is not NULL) and the referral has
paired ADSM measures (IC_LAST_ADSM_SCORE
is not NULL) and
- The first recorded PHQ9 score is greater than or
equal to the caseness threshold (IC_FIRST_PHQ9
>=10) OR the first recorded ADSM is greater than or
equal to the caseness threshold (based on
IC_FIRST_ADSM) and
- The last recorded PHQ9 score is below the
caseness threshold (IC_LAST_PHQ9 <10) AND the
last recorded ADSM is below the caseness threshold
(based on IC_LAST_ADSM)

an1

* Note that the caseness threshold for AMI has
changed since derivations were built, affecting 4
records with a problem descriptor of Agoraphobia.
See Methodological Change Note - Feb 2018
published at http://www.digital.nhs.uk/iaptreports for
full details.
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Name

Field Description

Calculation

Format

IC_RELIABLE_
DETER_FLAG

Flag to indicate
whether the referral
has reliably
deteriorated.

Flag as 'Y' to indicate where a referral has met the
below criteria (and therefore has shown reliable
deterioration), otherwise NULL, where:
- The referral has ended in the annual reporting
period and
- The referral has completed a course of treatment
(IC_COMPLETED_TREATMENT_FLAG = 'Y') and
- The referral has paired PHQ9 measures
(IC_LAST_PHQ9 is not NULL) and the referral has
paired ADSM measures (IC_LAST_ADSM_SCORE
is not NULL) and
- The last PHQ9/Anxiety measure score is greater
than the first score, and the magnitude of the change
is greater than or equal to the reliable change
threshold in either: both scores OR one score with
the other showing no change or change less than the
reliable change threshold

an1

Flag as 'Y' to indicate where a referral has met the
below criteria (and therefore has shown reliable
improvement), otherwise NULL, where:
- The referral has ended in the annual reporting
period and
- The referral has completed a course of treatment
(IC_COMPLETED_TREATMENT_FLAG = 'Y') and
- The referral has paired PHQ9 measures
(IC_LAST_PHQ9 is not NULL) and the referral has
paired ADSM measures (IC_LAST_ADSM_SCORE
is not NULL) and
- The last PHQ9/Anxiety measure score is smaller
than the first score, and the magnitude of the change
is greater than or equal to the reliable change
threshold in either: both scores OR one score with
the other showing no change or change less than the
reliable change threshold

an1

A finished referral
with paired scores on
both PHQ9 and
ADSM measures can
either reliably
improve, reliably
deteriorate or have
no reliable change.
These are mutually
exclusive.

IC_RELIABLE_I
MPROV_FLAG

Flag to indicate
whether the referral
has reliably
improved.
A finished referral
with paired scores on
both PHQ9 and
ADSM measures can
either reliably
improve, reliably
deteriorate or have
no reliable change.
These are mutually
exclusive.
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